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thanks for all the great feedback on
the last three Inkubator columns.
We’ll call them the cancer trilogy. I’m
glad they touched so many people
with humor and inspiration. I’m trilled
that you got so much out of them…
and not one mention of a typo.
I’m feeling very good as far as that
goes. I’m trying to refrain from getting too
physically active. you’d think that would
be an easy order to follow, especially
when the dead of winter lends itself so
well to overall slothery. but it’s crazy how
much daily activity would be considered
work, even when you sit behind a computer for a living. toys For tots aftermath
doesn’t help, and I’ve been doing a lot
of discount season shopping for toys.
the biggest doctor’s order that you
would think would be a slam-dunk to follow is, “you’re done shoveling the driveway
for the rest of the winter.” I would think
that is downright happy dance material right there. but then when you see
your poor wife out there shoveling, the
guilt sets in like a lead blanket (she has
one of those on the bed too. What’s up
with those?) How can I just sit and watch
her scoop snow? actually, this morning
I was laying in bed while she was doing
it since she had to go to work early, too,
and I didn’t. How many times does that
compound the guilt? It’s like the tripleword-score of personal shame. I was going
to have friends come and take care of it
after she left, but she has to go and be
all Wonder Woman on me (though she’d
prefer I compare her to Captain Marvel).
In truth, friends did save our bacon with
the snow removal. after the big saturday
winter blizzard of ‘19, a very kind friend with
a slow blower showed up with his awesome
wife and cleared the whole driveway and
sidewalks. He also happens to be the Chief
of Police in Dubuque, so when I posted a
photo of him doing it to Facebook, alerting all Dubuquers that this was a service
of the Chief of Police to anyone recovering from surgery, I know he was thrilled.
but he’s a funny guy, so it’s all good.
speaking of the Chief of Police being
a funny guy, just an hour ago I saw the
Dubuque Police posted a photo to social
media of a man wanted for questioning
related to a hit-and-run at a local casino.
In the photo the man was wearing a
shirt that said “Captain Panty Dropper.”
seriously, this was a real photo. to their
credit, they stayed completely straightforward with the post which is probably what made it as funny as it was.
back to me. I mean, this is my column
after all. My kidney and belly scar are
healing great. I’m being a careful, good
boy. yet, without any hot dogging, I managed to develop some kind of crazy knee
pain. It was hurting before Christmas but

went away when healing from surgery.
Well, it’s back baby, and then some.
after I got a spinal steroid for my
sciatica in October (which is how they
found the cancer with an MrI), I felt like
a damn teenager again. all my pain was
gone. I had not felt so good in a long time.
Obviously the cancer was not causing any
physical issues. so here I am in november jumping in and out of trucks loading
toys and feeling invincible. then in late
november by knee goes, “Hey, fat boy,
slow down!” but it used more curse words
than that. so I just sucked it up for a few
weeks until I knew my surgery would give
me time to rest it. so much for that plan.
I got a shot in my knee today. I’m getting
way too used to this stuff. I guess being
a fat guy who doesn’t know his physical
limitations is catching up with me. I actually
got that message loud and clear with the
sciatica diagnosis before cancer was in
the picture. so I started working at losing
weight. actually, the other sign was actually
very prophetic, or is it pathetic? My scale
at home went to 330 lbs. after that is just
reads, “Error.” Well, one day I got on and
I weighed “Error.” very nOt Funny! you
can read into that about a thousand ways.
I don’t know how far into “Error” I was, but
either way, that ain’t good. so I started
dieting. and it was working. I dropped
about 15 pounds before my surgery.
then, the day after my surgery I
weighed 341 lbs. GuLP! WHat? apparently, they pumped enough fluid into
my body during surgery to cause me
to gain that much weight. that explains
why it felt like I had hives in bed. My skin
was stretching to uncomfortable limits.
Even without drinking water for two
days I was peeing every two hours.
also, prophetically, my old scale died in
late november and I didn’t get a new one
until the week I got home from the hospital.
Having just weighed 341 lbs. 10 days earlier,
I was very hesitant to check. and the fancy
new scale that goes up to 400 lbs. and
is accurate to tenths of a pound told me
with its fancy glowing blue backlit display
that fat boy weighed… 298 lbs.! GuLP!
WHat? I’d have done a happy-dance then
too but, you know, I was five days post-op,
so I was lucky to be standing upright.
needless to say, I got a huge cheating
head start from both not eating for a week
and, you know, I imagine they cut a couple
pounds out at least when they take the
sawmill to your kidney. now I gotta keep
going down. and having a trick knee ain’t
helping at all. so hopefully my steroid shot
to my knee today works as well as the one
to my spine and the bionic man gets back to
walking his dog without stopping every 20
yards to whimper. but now it zero degrees,
so my tiny dog has taken over the job of
stopping every 20 yards to wimper. n
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CABIN
FEVER MINI-CON
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26

NOON–5 PM @ CARNEGIE-STOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY (360 W 11TH ST)
Bring the whole family to CarnegieStout Public Library on Jan. 26 to
celebrate your love of comics, gaming,
science fiction, and fantasy! From a fan
art contest to a costume contest, and
Magic to Mario, there’s something for
everyone at the Cabin Fever Mini-Con.
Fan art contest submissions will be
accepted at the reference desk through
Jan. 18. The contest is open to all ages

and can be 2D or 3D in any media
but must be submitted in a physical format. One entry per person.
Registration for the costume
contest is open through Jan. 25 at
facebook.com/carnegiestout.
For full contest submissions
details and more information, call
the library at 563-589-4225 x2224
or visit dubuque.lib.ia.us. n

GALENA
WHISKEY WEEKEND
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26

1–3:30 PM AND 5–7:30 PM @ TURNER HALL (115 S BENCH ST, GALENA, IL)
Sip your way through winter with
more than 175 whiskey offerings
at Galena Whiskey Weekend, taking place on Jan. 26 at the historic Turner Hall in Galena, IL.
The 2019 event features an afternoon tasting from 1–3:30 p.m. with
doors opening at 12:45 p.m. and an
evening tasting from 5–7:30 p.m.
with doors opening at 4:45 p.m. Your
tickets includes the whiskey tasting,
heavy hors d’oeuvres, and a Glencairn Whiskey keepsake glass.

Tickets are $95. Designated driver tickets are available for $30. Must be 21+ to
attend. For tickets and more information,
visit GalenaWhiskeyWeekend.com. n

HIGH
WEST WHISKEY TASTING
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31
5–7 PM @ IRON BAR (333 E 10TH ST)
Not sure if you’re a whiskey lover?
Head to the Iron Bar inside the
Novelty Ironworks building on
Jan. 31 at 5 p.m. to find out!
Sip and savor four types of whiskey
with a representative from Constellation Brands. Find some new High West
Whiskeys to love, share and enjoy!
High West Distillery uses high
quality ingredients and distill in a
tradition copper pot. They take pride
in their unique aged whiskey blends.
Their core products include American Prairie Bourbon, Double Rye!,
Rendezvous Rye, and Campfire.
4
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This is a complimentary tasting. Food
and additional drinks will be available
for purchase. Must be 21+ to attend.
For more information,
call 563-855-7006 or visit
MillworkMarketplace.com. n
DUBUQUE365.COM
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CHECK OUT THOSE BRUNCH PHOTOS!

LIVE AT HERITAGE CENTER PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
7:30 PM @ UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE HERITAGE CENTER
JOHN AND ALICE BUTLER HALL (2255 BENNETT ST)
Winter Heats up with Femmes of
Rock starring bella Electric strings
on Friday, Feb. 1, at 7:30 p.m.
in John and alice butler Hall.
based in Las vegas, Femmes
rocks audiences the world over
with blistering solos and unique
arrangements—not to mention
their beauty and charm. they and
their band perform the hits of aC/
DC, ELO, Queen, Led Zeppelin, the
Eagles, Prince, and many more.
new arrangements, original
material, a live rock band, video,
lights, choreography, comedy,
and more can be expected in this
high-energy. the only one of its
kind, there are no other string acts
operating at this level of production. bella Electric strings are one of
the most sought-after “hard rock”
violin acts in the world. they have
collectively performed with some of
the biggest names in the business
including beyoncé, rod stewart, and
ricky Martin. recently, bella Electric
strings were the featured strings for
a Directv special starring richard
Marx, Kenny Loggins, and Eric benet.
Femmes founder nina DiGregorio is a classically trained violinist,
bass player, writer/arranger, vocalist, and pianist, but she is most
well known for her pioneering

6
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work on the electric rock violin
and being a music business mogul
and entrepreneur. DiGregorio has
arranged and performed with
everyone ranging from the Killers to former President barack
Obama. Her television credits
include the Latin Grammys with
shakira, a DvD with beyoncé, and
Pbs specials alongside Josh Groban, Michael bublé, boz scaggs,
and Peter Cetera, as well as the
featured soloist with Charice.
a free preshow CyberCafé
Knapp stage concert from 6 to
7 p.m. featuring the Caitlyn Wolfe
band precedes the Femmes show.
Caitlyn Wolfe (C’15), on vocals, and
noah Kachelski (C’13), on guitar,
join drummer Jacob Lamantia
for this jam session featuring
original songs as well as country and southern rock covers.
tickets are $29–$34 for adults,
$24 for alumni, and $15 for
children and students. all tickets increase by $5 for purchases
on the day of the performance.
tickets can be purchased Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Heritage Center
Farber box Office; by phone at
563-585-SHOW; or online at
DBQ.edu/heritagecenter. n
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GYROS ARE BACK!

THU 1/24
Our Neighbors,
The Amish
4:30–6:30 PM @ EAST DBQ
LIBRARY (EAST DBQ, IL)

Our Neighbors, the Amish
is a two-hour presentation
given by Don and Dianne
Kramer of Dyersville, IA. They
live by three Amish communities, and through their
interactions with the Amish,
plus extensive research, they
have gathered information
to share with audiences.
122 Wisconsin Ave, East
Dubuque, IL. 815-747-3052.
EDLibrary.org.

Post-Holiday
Resolution:
Eating Healthy
6–8:30 @ SENIOR HS

It’s a new year and it’s time
to start eating healthier
after the holiday indulgences! Healthy eating
doesn’t mean you have
to sacrifice flavor. Hosted
by NICC. $45. 1800 Clarke
Dr. 563-557-8271 x139.
NICC.edu/solutions.

DUBUQUE365.COM

JDIFF Winter Film
Series: Needles
in the Hay

PechaKucha Nights
Dubuque are social events
that connect people through
a unique array of creative
and unexpected personal
stories. $5 suggested
donation. 62 E 7th St.
Pechakucha.org.

1.8 billion total streams.
$36–$125. 800-745-3000.
FiveFlagsCenter.com.

FRI 1/25

6–9 PM @ HOTEL
JULIEN DUBUQUE

This is the first installment
of the new series that will
feature a cause-related
film and Q&A opportunity.
This month features clips
from work-in-progress
film Needles in the Hay: A
Nation’s Road to Recovery,
a documentary about
America’s opioid crisis. The
film’s director Brett Meyer,
a recovering addict himself,
will be in attendance along
with Misty Barrett, one of
the subjects of the film.
$10. JulienFilmFest.com.

Pechakucha
6:30 PM @ SMOKESTACK

Hear local stories and ideas,
told in the traditional
PechaKucha 20x20
fast-paced format.

your task can seem huge
and scary. You will be
surprised at how approaching this goal by making
small changes can add
up to a big impact in your
life. Presented by Linda
Peterson, PhD, NCC, Life
and Wellness Coach.
Free. 3375 Lake Ridge Dr.
StateraIntegrated.com

11 AM–2 PM

African American
Art Exhibition
Lunch & Learn:
Tom Lo Guidice

7 PM @ FIVE FLAGS ARENA

@ ST. ELIAS CHURCH

12:15–1 PM @ DUBUQUE

Modern-day outlaw Gary
Allan’s latest album, Set You
Free, topped the Billboard
200 Pop Chart, debuted
at the top of the Billboard
Country Album Chart and
produced his fifth No. 1 hit
“Every Storm Runs Out
Of Rain.” The California
native has released nine
studio albums with three
back-to-back certified
platinum albums and five
gold. Allan has five No. 1 hits
at country radio, 14 Top 10
hits to his credit and over

Stop by St. Elias Greek
Orthodox Church by Unity
Point/Finley Hospital for a
gyro sale! Gyro, chips, and
beverage are $8. Baklava
is $2. You can dine in or
carry out. Pick up service
available. 419 N. Grandview. 563-583-5902.

MUSEUM OF ART

Gary Allan

Gyro Sale

Lunch N Learn:
Small Changes Add
Up to BIG Results
12:10–12:50 PM @ STATERA

When faced with making changes in your life,

Issue #335

Tom Lo Guidice will present
the talk: “Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. In Iowa: A Message
for Today.” A history about
the October 1962 Iowa visit
told from the perspectives
of a family that greeted Dr.
King upon his arrival, the
President of Coe College,
and the minister at Cornell
College and excerpts from
the lecture/sermon Dr. King
presented. Bring your own
lunch. Free. 701 Locust St.
563-557-1851. DBQart.com.

January 24–February 6, 2019

Mentor Dubuque
Trivia Night
6:30 PM @ JOLIET
EVENT CENTER

Teams of 2–10 people will
compete against each other
in answering trivia questions in a variety of topics.
Registration at 6:30 p.m.
and trivia at 7 p.m. Proceeds
benefit Mentor Dubuque.
RSVP. $15/person. 781 Locust
St. 563-845-0768 x1380.
facebook.com/
MentorDubuque.

Citizen’s Police
Academy Deadline
The purpose of the Citizen’s
Police Academy (CPA) is to
build a better understanding
between citizens and police
through education. The CPA
does not certify participants
as law enforcement officers.
Find full details and application at the Police Department
or CityOfDubuque.org/cpa.

365INK MAGAZINE
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GO SAINTS!

OPENING DOORS
TRIVIA
BOWL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

5:30 PM @ GRAND RIVER CENTER (500 BELL ST)
Kick off Super Bowl weekend with Opening Doors
annual Trivia Night on Feb. 1 at the Grand River Center!
Doors open at 5:30 p.m. and trivia starts at 7 p.m.
Gather your team of up to eight players and test your
wits with 10 rounds of trivia in a variety of categories—
not just sports. Tailgate food favorites including walking
tacos, soda and a full bar will be available for purchase.
Dress in your favorite team gear! Prizes will be awarded
for best costume and for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams.
Advance registration is preferred, but you
can register at the event. Individuals are $15 or
register with a team of eight for $120. All proceeds will help fund a new agency van.
Register online or download a registration form
at OpeningDoorsDBQ.org. For more information, call Opening Doors at 563-582-7480. n
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JOKE’S ON YOU
COMEDY
TOUR
FEATURING GALLAGHER AND ARTIE FLETCHER
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1
8 PM @ FIVE FLAGS THEATER (405 MAIN ST)

Music N’ More Promotions welcomes “The Jokes on
You Tour” featuring Gallagher and Artie Fletcher
on Feb. 1 at 8 p.m. at the Five Flags Theater.
Gallagher is best known for his trademark “SledgeO-Matic,” a large wooden mallet that he uses to smash
a variety of food items and other objects. Gallagher has
done 14 comedy specials for Showtime which have been
rebroadcast numerous times, notably on Comedy Central.
Performing with Gallagher is comedy legend Artie
Fletcher. Artie is one of the entertainment industry’s
most talked about “must-see” performers. He has
been seen on Law and Order, Conan O’Brien, David
Letterman and The Tonight Show just to name a few!
Tickets start at $31.75 and can be purchased
at Ticketmaster.com and Five Flags Center box
office, or charge by phone at 800-745-3000. For
more information, visit FiveFlagsCenter.com. n
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DUBUQUE
FIGHTING SAINTS
HOCKEY
VS FARGO: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2

VS CEDAR RAPIDS: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9
7:05 PM @ MYSTIQUE COMMUNITY ICE
CENTER (1800 ADMIRAL SHEEHY DR)
Celebrate at Our House with fun for the whole
family. All Dubuque Fighting Saints home games
take place at Mystique Community Ice Center on Chaplain Schmitt Island in Dubuque.
The Saints take on Fargo Force on Feb. 2, and it’s
Coors Light Night with a Tribute to Farmers. Stay
after the game for a free concert with Wes Hayden!
Then the Saints go head-to-head with the Cedar
Rapids RoughRiders on Feb. 9, and it’s Family Character Night with Two by Two Character Development.
Call the Fighting Saints at 563-583-6880
or visit DubuqueFightingSaints.com for
tickets and more information. n
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CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY MONTH WITH PRIDE!

SAT 1/26
Community
Involvement Fair
10 AM–1 PM @ PLATTEVILLE
PUBLIC LIBRARY
(PLATTEVILLE, WI)

Visit with representatives
from local organizations and
clubs and learn more about
opportunities to meet new
people and get involved in
the community. Free. 225 W
Main St, Platteville, WI.
608-348-7441 x4.
PlattevillePublicLibrary.org/
involvement.

author Kevin Koch presents
The Thin Places: A Celtic
Landscape from Ireland to
the Driftless. The Driftless Area is our own local
rugged landscape that was
bypassed by the glaciers
that leveled much of the
Midwest. Hosted by Friends
of Mines of Spain. Free.
8991 Bellevue Heights.
MinesOfSpain.org.

Documentary
Screening:
Colored Frames
1:30–2:30 PM @ DUBUQUE
MUSEUM OF ART

Pie Day at
River Lights
10 AM–4 PM @ RIVER
LIGHTS BOOKSTORE

In honor of Pie Day, River
Lights will be giving away a
piece of fresh baked pie to
everyone who buys a book.
Mary Purdy from St Luke’s
will be busy baking up all
the goodness. 1098 Main St.

Colored Frames is a 2007
documentary film taking a
look at the role of fine art in
the Civil Rights Movement,
as well as the legacy of
discrimination in the art
community both historically
and contemporary. Held in
conjunction with the African
American Art in the 20th
Century exhibition from the
Smithsonian American Art
Museum. Mature language. Free. 701 Locust St.
563-557-1851. DBQart.com.

MON 1/28

7–9:30 PM @ UNITARIAN
UNIVERSALIST
FELLOWSHIP OF DUBUQUE

SUN 1/27

Roller Derby 101

1 PM @ EB LYONS CENTER

Through photography and
the written word, Dubuque
DUBUQUE365.COM

6 PM @ SMOKESTACK

Celebrate the depth and
breadth of art in our community. It is also the final
chance to view and buy
these amazing pieces from
this community-driven
show at Smokestack at a
10% discount. 62 E 7th St.

THU 1/31
Feminist Book
Group: Behold
the Dreamers
7 PM @ SMOKESTACK

Read and be empowered.
The book group will discuss
Behold the Dreamers by
Imbolo Mbue. 62 E 7th
St. 563-556-4391.

SAT 2/2
Hearts for the
Arts Fundraiser
CFA (GALENA, IL)

Shop for one-of-a-kind,
hand-crafted Valentines, birthday cards,
seasonal greetings and
small art pieces. There
will also be a table of
sweet treats donated by
creative bakers. $3. 219
Summit St, Galena, IL.

6–8 PM @ DBQ NATIONAL

UD Faculty Recital

GUARD ARMORY

2 PM @ UD HERITAGE

Every Monday and Thursday,
Jan. 28–March 7. Learn to
how to skate and play roller
derby in 6 short weeks! No
skating experience required.
Hosted by Dubuque Bomb
Squad Roller Derby. 18+.
$30. 5001 Old Hwy Rd.

CENTER

TUE 1/29

Kevin Koch
Presentation:
The Thin Places

Dark of Winter
Artists Party &
Closing Art Sale

1–4 PM @ GALENA

Historic District
Coffeehouse

Musicians can play or poets
can read in a relaxed atmosphere. Listeners can enjoy
a cup of coffee, snacks, and
some “coffeehouse-style”
entertainment. Free-will
donations of canned goods
for the Dubuque Food
Pantry. All ages. Free. 1699
Iowa St. 608-348-5099.

WED 1/30

Lunch Time Book
Group: Rules
of Civility
NOON @ RIVER LIGHTS

Head to River Lights
on your lunch break to
discuss Rules of Civility
by Amor Towles. 1098
Main St. 563-556-4391.

University of Dubuque
Fine and Performing Arts
Faculty perform a variety
of pieces to showcase
their talents. Free.

Black History Month
Drag Showcase
10 PM @ SMOKESTACK

Iowa’s 1st ever Black History
Month Drag Showcase
featuring an all African
American cast. There will
be door prizes, Dubuque’s
own DJ M4, and free and
confidential HIV Testing
(7–9 p.m.) Showtime is
at 10 p.m. $10; $7 college
students. 62 E 7th St.
Issue #335
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LIGHTWIRE LOOKS LIKE FUN!

CLARKE UNIVERSITY
MACKIN-MAILANDER ALUMNI LECTURE

MOLLY
SCHREIBER
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7
7:30 PM @ CLARKE UNIVERSITY
JANSEN MUSIC HALL (1550 CLARKE DR)

Molly Schreiber, owner of Challenge To Change, Inc., will give a
Clarke University Mackin-Mailander
Alumni Lecture on Feb. 7, in
Jansen Music Hall on the campus
of Clarke University at 7:30 p.m.
In her lecture, “Creating Purpose & Happiness In Your Life:
Lessons from the Heart,” Schreiber will share her
bold approach to life and her goals to teach others
to take risks, think bigger, and live with purpose.
“Creating a life of purpose and happiness is one
that we can create with any circumstance,” encourages Schreiber. “I will discuss with the audience five
important guidelines to follow to live a life of happiness, purpose, and feel at home within your life.”
Schreiber is an entrepreneur, business visionary, fitness enthusiast, and humble mom of four
kids. In addition, Schreiber is a children’s author
and wellness coach. She graduated from Clarke
in 1999 with a bachelor’s degree in elementary
education. She later earned a master’s degree
in 2003 from Western Illinois University.
The lecture is free and open to the public. For more
information, contact the Clarke University President’s
Office at 563-588-6377 or visit Clarke.edu. n
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LIGHTWIRE:
THE
SHOW
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

AS TIME GOES BY:
A JDIFF
HOLLYWOOD
NIGHT
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Lightwire Theater takes the stage at Heritage Center on
Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. The company combines theater and
technology to bring stories to life in complete darkness.
In this epic adventure for the whole family,
birds grow 16 feet tall, cats fight with light sabers,
and 60 electroluminescent creatures light up the
stage. From Dallas, TX, Lightwire Theater has
been featured as semi-finalists on NBC’s America’s
Got Talent and winners of Tru TV’s Fake Off.
Tickets are $29–$34 for adults, $24 for UD alumni,
and $15 for children and students. All tickets increase
by $5 for purchases on the day of the performance.
Tickets can be purchased at the Heritage Center
Farber Box Office; by phone at 563-585-SHOW;
or online at DBQ.edu/heritagecenter. n

The Julien Dubuque International Film Festival puts
the “fun” in fundraising with its third annual gala, set
for Feb. 16 in the Harbor Room at Diamond Jo Casino.
Come dressed in 1940s vintage glam attire—
reminiscent of the Bogart, Bergman and Bacall
era. The event includes a silent auction, live auction, and plated dinner. Peckosh Pediatric Dentistry
will be hosting a complimentary cocktail hour
from 6 to 7 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7 p.m.
Up for auction will be a wide variety of trips,
experiences, art, and more. A particularly unique
auction offering is the opportunity for one lucky
child to be named the 2019 JDIFF Kid Reporter.
Tickets are $100 per person and $900 per table of 10.
Proceeds directly support JDIFF. For more information
and tickets, visit JulienFilmFest.com/2019-gala.html. n

LIVE AT HERITAGE CENTER
PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

7:30 PM @ UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE
HERITAGE CENTER JOHN AND ALICE
BUTLER HALL (2255 BENNETT ST)
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6 PM @ DIAMOND JO CASINO
HARBOR ROOM (301 BELL ST)
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THE RED CURRY COCONUT SOUP IS DEEELICIOUS!

SUN 2/3

FRI 2/8
Dubuque New Car
& Truck Dealers
Auto Show
10 AM–8 PM @ GRAND

Dubuque Stork Affair
10 AM–2 PM @ HOTEL JULIEN

Find all kinds of resources for
all things related to growing
your family plus raise money
for the University of Iowa
Stead Family Children’s
Hospital. Vendor booths,
educational talks, interactive
demos, shopping and more.
Learn from over 40 different
services including working
with a doula to helping your
dog transition to your growing family to the latest baby
products and newborn photography. The first 200 families will receive a swag bag.
Enter to win over $5,000
in door and raffle prizes.
Tickets available at Sprout at
Steve’s Ace on JFK or at the
door. Hosted by Sprout and
Wartick Photography. $5.
DubuqueStorkAffair.com.

Children’s Paint-aPot Bulb Workshop
11 AM–NOON @
STEVE’S ACE

Paint a pot (a perfect gift for
Mom on Valentine’s Day) and
Peggy will help you plant
beautiful spring bulbs that
you can watch grow! Includes
terra cotta pot, spring bulbs,
planting supplies and
decorating supplies. Space is
limited. RSVP. $10. 3350 JFK
Rd. Stevesace.com.

RIVER CENTER

Feb 8 and 9 at
10 a.m.–8 p.m. and Feb. 10
at 11 a.m.–4 p.m. Check out
over 120 new vehicles all in a
climate controlled
environment. Food and
beverages will be available
for purchase. Hosted by the
Dubuque New Car & Truck
Dealers Association. Free.
500 Bell St.

ice golf constructed from
snow, ice and old Christmas
trees. 50/50 and raffle
drawing. You don’t have to
golf to join in on the fun!
Proceeds benefit children
and family programs at St.
Mark Youth Enrichment. Few
spots remain. RSVP to Beth
at 563-582-6211 x102. 285
5th St, East Dubuque, IL.
StMarkYouthEnrichment.org.

Shindig
7 PM @ OHNWARD
(MAQUOKETA, IA)

Under the Sea
Daddy/Daughter
Dance
6–8 PM @ DBQ
YMCA/YWCA

Little ladies and their dad,
uncle, etc. are invited to
attend a sweet celebration of Valentine’s Day.
This is your little girl’s time
to sparkle with her lucky
fellow. Celebration includes
dinner, dessert, photobooth,
DJ and dancing. For girls
ages 4–11. $20 per couple
for members; $25 per couple
for program participants;
$30 per couple at the door;
$5 for each additional
daughter. RSVP. 35 N.
Booth St. 563-556-3371.
DubuqueY.org.

SAT 2/9

This tribute to the ‘60s
delivers an entertaining
trip back to the greatest
and most diverse decade
of rock and roll music. The
unique, period look of the
band mirrors each set of
music that they deliver.
Adults $22 adv/$25 door;
students $13 adv/$15 door.
1215 E. Platt St., Maquoketa, IA. 563-652-9815.
OnwardFineArtsCenter.com.

SUN 2/10

Dubuque Flea Market
& Antique Show
8 AM–3 PM @ DBQ
CO FAIRGROUNDS

DSYE Winter
Concert
3 PM @ FIVE FLAGS

Join the String Ensemble,
Philharmonia, Wind Ensemble and Youth Orchestra
for a wonderful program of
works from Mozart, Rossini,
Wagner and more! Doors
open at 2 p.m.; hall opens at
2:30 p.m. Tickets available
at Five Flags box office
and at the door one hour
prior to the performance.
$11 Adults; $6 children.
DubuqueSymphony.org.
DUBUQUE365.COM

St. Mark Annual
Ice Golf Classic
8 AM @ MID-TOWN
MARINA (EAST DBQ, IL)

The cold weather and snow
ARE good for something!
Registration is now open for
St. Mark Youth Enrichment’s
Annual Ice Golf Classic. Sign
up your foursome for a fun
and competitive 18 holes of

This has been a mainstay for
more than 50 years! It takes
place three times a year on
Sundays at the Dubuque
County Fairgrounds.
Featuring vendors with a
wide range of interesting,
fun, useful and unusual
items. From antiques, arts
and crafts, hobbyist and
collectors, as well as new
and used merchandise, this
market is sure to offer a
unique shopping experience.
$1 Adults; free for children
11 and under. 14569 Old
Highway Rd. 815-747-7745.
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I’M ALL FOR PURPOSE AND HAPPINESS!

ONGOING

from various musicians
each week. The program
is free, but contributions
will be accepted for People
In Need and the church’s
Jesus Fund. 1199 Main St.

Theisen’s Wags
at the Flags

What’s Bugging Belva?

MOST WEDNESDAYS NOW

NATIONAL MISSISSIPPI

THROUGH MARCH 6

RIVER MUSEUM

4:30–8 PM @ FIVE

& AQUARIUM

FLAGS ARENA

Explore Belva’s world as
her grandfather shows her
the wonders of being an
insect through a children’s
story format and an
interactive garden setting.
Each Saturday features
a bug-related Creature
Feature and story time at
1:30 p.m. Pre-K through 4th
grade. RiverMuseum.com.

This indoor dog park that
accommodates both large
and small dogs. The Barka
Lounge offers food and
adult beverages for purchase. Rules closely resemble the City of Dubuque’s
dog park rules. Cleaning
supplies will be available.
Dogs that do not reside in
Dubuque’s city limits need
to be up-to-date on all
immunizations, de-wormed
and wear their rabies
tags. $2 of every admission will be donated to the
Dubuque Regional Humane
Society. $5 per dog; free for
humans. 563-589-4254.
FiveFlagsCenter.com.

Fabulous Fridays
FRIDAYS NOW
THROUGH MARCH 29
12:05–12:35 PM @
ST. LUKE’S UMC

Join Fabulous Fridays for
their first show of 2019. Bring
your lunch and enjoy music

NOW THROUGH APRIL 14

Salsa Dance Night—
Baile Conmigo

in Dubuque, the Figge Art
Museum and Putnman
Museum in Davenport, and
the Niabi Zoo and Quad City
Botanical Center in Rock
Island. Available for use by
Carnegie-Stout Public
Library cardholders who live
within the city limits of
Dubuque and are age 18 and
older. 563-589-4225.
dubuque.lib.ia.us/
AdventurePass.

Once Upon a Time
FEBRUARY 2–
SEPTEMBER 8
NATIONAL MISSISSIPPI

LAST WEDNESDAY

RIVER MUSEUM

OF EVERY MONTH

& AQUARIUM

6 PM @ SMOKESTACK

Once Upon a Time ... Exploring the World of Fairy Tales
will set up shop in the Bickel
Gallery in the Mississippi
River Discovery Center. This
immersive children’s exhibit
explores seven fairy tales
from around the world in
fun and dynamic ways. The
first Saturday of each month
will feature a special craft
and STEM activity coinciding
with a story from the exhibit.
RiverMuseum.com/once.

Salsa dance lesson with
Katie Koerperich. Bring a
partner or come solo, all
are welcome. Free. 62 E 7th
St. SmokestackDBQ.com.

Carnegie-Stout
Public Library
Adventure Pass
Get free passes for two
adults and two children to
the National Mississippi
River Museum & Aquarium

SUBMIT YOUR EVENTS!
DO YOU HAVE A TRI-STATE EVENT THAT YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE WITH OUR READERS?
LET US KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON BY SENDING US YOUR INFORMATION!
EMAIL: EVENTS@DUBUQUE365.COM
ONLINE SUBMISSION: DUBUQUE365.COM/SUBMIT-EVENT
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MOVIE
NEWS
COMING TO
THEATERS
SERENITY (R)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25

Baker Dill (Matthew
McConaughey) is a fishing boat
captain. His ex-wife Karen (Anne
Hathaway) begs him to save
her—and their son—from her violent husband
(Jason Clarke) by taking him out to sea on an
excursion, only to throw him to the sharks. As he
struggles between right and wrong, his world is
plunged into a reality that is not all that it seems.

THE KID WHO
WOULD BE KING (PG)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25

Old school magic meets the
modern world. Alex thinks he’s
just another nobody until he
stumbles upon the mythical Excalibur. Now, he
must unite his friends and enemies with the
legendary wizard Merlin (Patrick Stewart) to take
on the wicked enchantress Morgana.

KING OF THIEVES (R)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25

A true crime film about a crew
of retired crooks who pull off a
major heist in London’s jewelry
district. What starts off as their
last criminal hurrah turns into a brutal nightmare
due to greed. Based on infamous true events.

MISS BALA (R)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Gloria (Gina Rodriguez) finds a
power she never knew she had
when she is drawn into a
dangerous world of crossborder crime. Surviving will require all of her
cunning, inventiveness, and strength.

ARCTIC (PG-13)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1

A man (Mads Mikkelsen)
stranded in the Arctic after an
airplane crash must decide
whether to remain in the
relative safety of his makeshift camp or to embark
on a deadly trek through the unknown in hopes of
making it out alive.

THE LEGO MOVIE 2:
THE SECOND PART
(PG)
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

It’s been five years since
everything was awesome, and
the citizens are now facing a huge new threat:
LEGO DUPLO invaders. The battle to defeat the
invaders and restore harmony to the universe will
test their courage, creativity and Master Building
skills, and reveal just how special they really are.
DUBUQUE365.COM

MOVIE BUZZ
Channing Tatum
reportedly might direct
Gambit himself after all
of the film’s prior
troubles. Tatum joined
Fox’s growing X-Men franchise back in 2014 to play
Remy LeBeau in a solo Gambit movie. It’s been in
production limbo ever since and it has recently been
rumored that Gambit has been shelved as a result of
Disney’s pending acquisition of 20th Century Fox. This
deal will result in all Marvel characters and properties
being brought under the Marvel Studios brand.
Nicolas Cage has signed
on to star in Color Out
of Space, an adaptation
of the H.P. Lovecraft
novella, to be directed
by Richard Stanley (Hardware). The Oscar-winning
Cage continues to be one of the most prolific actors
in movies, with at least seven projects upcoming.
Fans were duly shocked
when it was suddenly
announced Jason
Reitman will direct a
new Ghostbusters
movie that’s set in the same continuity as the
originals. Aykroyd had previously mentioned a third
movie was being written that could reunite the
original team members. Now in a new interview with
The Johnny Dare Morning Show (via ComicBook),
Ernie Hudson has revealed he hasn’t been
approached about returning yet. While Murray’s
appearance in Reitman’s next sequel is far from
confirmed, reports suggest both he and Aykroyd will
cameo together in Zombieland 2, marking their first
onscreen reunion since 1989’s Ghostbusters II.
Marvel Studios and
Disney’s Black Widow
solo movie, starring
Scarlett Johansson as
the titular superhero,
will reportedly start filming at the end of next month.
Rumor has it that Marvel at one time considered
making Black Widow their first-ever R-rated MCU
film, but thus far nothing has been confirmed about
the movie’s possible tone or whether it might push
the envelope for content in the manner of other
R-rated comic book movies like Deadpool or Logan.
The Sopranos prequel
movie, The Many Saints
of Newark, has cast
James Gandolfini’s
son Michael to play
young Tony Soprano. The elder Gandolfini began
playing the angst-ridden New Jersey mob boss
Tony on HBO’s acclaimed series The Sopranos in
1999, and would go on to win three Emmys and a
Golden Globe for the role. The show went off the
air with a classic (and controversial) finale in 2007,
and Gandolfini tragically passed away in 2013.
IssuE #335
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ARts
NEW
DUMA EXHIBITS
LIVING PROOF SHOW: NOW THROUGH MARCH 15

AFRICAN AMERICAN ART SHOW: NOW THROUGH APRIL 21
MADAI TAYLOR SHOW: NOW THROUGH APRIL 28
OPENING RECEPTION: FRIDAY, JANUARY 25 @ 5–8 PM
DUBUQUE MUSEUM OF ART (701 LOCUST ST)
Celebrate the new exhibits at the
Dubuque Museum of art: Living Proof
Exhibit: A Visualization of Hope, African American Art in the 20th Century,
and Madai Taylor: An Elegy to America
in Black and White. a reception and
member preview will be held on Jan.
25 from 5 to 8 p.m. Museum members are free, and guests are $10.
African American Art of the 20th
Century is organized by and drawn
from the collections of the smithsonian american art Museum (saaM)
in Washington, D.C. according to the
saaM, the black artists explore “the
african american experience from the
Harlem renaissance through the Civil
rights era and the decades beyond.”

Elizabeth Catlett prints on loan
from the university of Iowa Museum
of art complement the exhibit. Catlett,
the first african american woman to
earn a Master of Fine arts degree.
An Elegy to America in Black and
White is a poignant and provocative
exhibition of non-subjective works of
art with accompanying poetic writings.
Madai taylor is from Fort Dodge, Ia.
Living Proof features more than
25 tri-state artists, showcasing
the courage and creative spirit of
those who have experienced cancer
and revealing the range of feelings
experienced during the journey.
For more information, call DuMa at
563-557-1851 or visit DBQart.com. n

LIVE AT HERITAGE CENTER PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

SNOW WHITE &
THE
SEVEN DWARFS
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26

her two Henchmen and a band of evil bats,
the Queen plots to get rid of snow White.
tickets are $15 for adults, $13 for
alumni and military, $9 for children
and students, and $4 for a lap seat for
children 3 and under (available with purchase of an adult ticket). tickets can be
purchased at the Heritage Center Farber
box Office; by phone at 563-585-SHOW;
or online at DBQ.edu/heritagecenter. n

WINTER ARTS SNOW
SCULPTING
COMPETITION
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26
NOON–4 PM @ DUBUQUE MUSEUM OF ART &
WASHINGTON PARK (701 LOCUST ST)
the Dubuque Museum of art, in partnership with the City of Dubuque’s art in
the Park initiative and Winterfun, Inc.,
hosts the Winter arts snow sculpting Competition Jan. 26, in Washington Park in Downtown Dubuque.
Come to see professional and student teams battle it out for People’s
Choice and best in snow. Everyone is
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also invited to try their hand at snow
sculpting in the family area. Materials and tools will be available.
snow sculpting teams can be observed
creating their outdoor masterpieces now
up until the celebration on Jan. 26.
the competition is free to attend.
For more information, call DuMa at
563-557-1851 or visit DBQart.com. n

January 24–FEbruary 6, 2019

5–8 PM @ DUBUQUE MUSEUM OF ART (701 LOCUST ST)
5–8 PM @ OUTSIDE THE LINES ART GALLERY (1101 MAIN ST)
5:30–7:30 PM @ CARNEGIE-STOUT PUBLIC LIBRARY (360 W 11TH ST)
6 PM @ SMOKESTACK (62 E 7TH ST)
First Fridays is Downtown
Dubuque’s monthly visual art
series, hosted by galleries, museums, and venues, celebrating
Dubuque’s great visual arts scene.
February First Fridays at DuMa
will highlight Living Proof Exhibit:
A Visualization of Hope and special
guest, textile artist Maureen bardusk.
Living Proof features more than 25
artists from across the tri-state region,
who have been impacted by cancer.
Members are free, guests are $10.
Outside the Lines features Dubuque
artist Ellen Henkels. Ellen will demonstrate her alcohol ink painting techniques throughout the evening. Light
refreshments will be offered. Free.
Join Carnegie-stout Public Library
for the art @ your library® Out of the
Vault II opening reception. Find out

more about the Library’s 116-year
connection with the arts and celebrate the library’s art work collection, some of which are rarely seen.
refreshments provided. Free.
smokestack is back with Women of
Dubuque, a photography and storytelling exhibition. Ellen Dettmer’s
powerful exhibition explores what it
means to be a woman in Dubuque by
learning about women who believe
that Dubuque can be an even better place than it already is—women
who are making a difference. Free.
First Friday is Downtown
Dubuque’s monthly visual art
series, hosted by galleries, museums, and venues, celebrating
Dubuque’s great visual arts scene
For more information, visit
Facebook.com/DubuqueFirstFridays. n

FLY-BY-NIGHT PRODUCTIONS

10 AM AND 2 PM @ UNIVERSITY OF DUBUQUE HERITAGE CENTER
JOHN AND ALICE BUTLER HALL (2255 BENNETT ST)
Snow White & The Seven Dwarfs is an
original musical adaptation of the classic fairy tale performed by Missoula
Children’s theatre (MCt) and a cast of
over 50 local children. the performances
are at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Jan. 26.
a young princess named snow White
finds herself in peril when her stepmother,
the Queen, is told by her Magic Mirror that
the princess is fairer than she. aided by

FIRST
FRIDAYS
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7
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THE
CHAIRS
FEBRUARY 1, 2, 8, AND 9 @ 7:30 PM

FEBRUARY 3 @ 2 PM
FIVE FLAGS BIJOU ROOM (405 MAIN ST)
Fly-by-night Productions begins 2019
with the Chairs—an absurd tragic
Farce at the Five Flags bijou room
on Feb. 1, 2, 8, and 9 at 7:30 p.m. and
Feb. 3 at 2 p.m. audience talk-backs
follow performances Feb. 2 and 8.
Enter the world of the Old Man
and Old Woman, long married, living
out their days on an isolated island
bereft of sunlight. they are expecting guests, chief among them, the
Orator, to whom the Old Man will

impart his message on the meaning of...everything. In this modern
classic there is much laughter to
be had in a vaudevillian schtick on
human folly… and lots of chairs!
tickets are $20 and can be purchased at Ticketmaster.com and Five
Flags Center box office, charge by
phone at 800-745-3000, or at the
door one hour prior to performance
(cash only). For more information,
visit FlyByNightDubuque.com. n

ALL
BARK, NO BITE
FEBRUARY 8, 9, 13–16, 20–23 @ 7:30 PM
FEBRUARY 10, 17, AND 24 @ 2 PM
BELL TOWER THEATER (2728 ASBURY RD)
bell tower theater brings All
Bark, No Bite to the stage Feb.
8–24. the performance will be
directed by the bell tower theater’s artistic Director sue riedel.
Charlotte and Eugene live a quiet,
no-nonsense lifestyle. robert and
bella are boisterous and messy.
see what happens to their relationships when Charlotte and robert

get together…Did we mention that
Eugene and bella are their dogs?
Feb. 8 and 9 are the Early bird
special performances when tickets are
just $10.50. tickets for all other performances are $21. thursdays are Girls’
night Out; all audience members get a
free glass of wine. For information and
to purchase tickets call 563-588-3377
or visit BellTowerTheater.net. n
DUBUQUE365.COM
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365INK IMPACT
AWARDS

NOMINATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 @ 5 PM
AWARDS CEREMONY: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26 @ 7 PM
DIAMOND JO CASINO MISSISSIPPI MOON BAR (301 BELL ST)
the 365ink Impact awards, sponsored
by the Community Foundation of
Greater Dubuque and Premier bank,
return for the 11th year to the Mississippi Moon bar at the Diamond Jo
Casino on tuesday, Feb. 26 at 7 p.m.
Doors open at 6 p.m. the event is
FrEE and everyone (21 and older) is
welcome to attend. there will be hors
d’oeuvres and a cash bar with live
music accenting the evening’s awards.
the mission at 365ink Magazine is to
help connect people to relationships,
opportunities and the best possible
living experiences in our community. and the 365 Impact awards are
designed to honor those who choose
to make the effort to impact the community in the spirit of our mission.
Who wins is not a secret. after
all, we want you to be able to come
down and celebrate your friends
when they take the stage. but picking the winners is always a painful
process. naturally, everyone who gets
nominated is worthy of an award,
but only a select few will win.
but before we make some tough
decisions about who deserves a little
piece of the spotlight this year, we need
to hear about those worthy of recognition for their impact on the tri-states
in 2018. that’s where you come in.
Do you know a person, an organization, or a business who did something
particularly special in 2018 and deserves
a little credit for their efforts? Maybe
someone who’s been knocking it out
DUBUQUE365.COM

of the park year in and year out and
deserves a shout-out just for keeping the bar set high all of these years.
nominate them now for a 365ink
Impact award. It doesn’t matter the
category—they change every year! think
art and music. think community pride
and inclusion. think great spaces and
generous spirits. these are the people
we want to know about. Just tell us
who did what and why it was great.
Fill out the nomination form at
dubuque365.com/impact-awards or
email info@dubuque365.com. Please
include one descriptive paragraph
about why the nominee is worthy.
If they don’t get nominated, they
can’t win, so get on it! nominations
are due by Friday, Feb. 8 at 5 p.m.
the 365 Impact awards are generously sponsored by Premier bank
and the Community Foundation of
Greater Dubuque. Impact awards
started with artist Gene tully and
have always been handmade by
great local artists ever since.
the event is free to attend. you
must be 21 to attend. It’s a lot of fun
and you will discover amazing things
you never knew about your community. and if you are one of those special
people who make the extra effort to
improve the community around you,
thank you, thank you, thank you!
For a list of previous recipients, the
nomination form, or more information,
visit dubuque365.com/impact-awards
or call 563-588-4365. n
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DUBUQUE WINTER FARMERS’ MARKET
MOVIN’ ON UP… TO THE ROSHEK BUILDING
BY BRYCE PARKS
The Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market opens in their
new location at the Roshek Building, 700 Locust St., in
Dubuque on Saturday, Feb. 2 from 9 a.m. to noon. The
market will be open every Saturday now through April 27.
In a new partnership with the Roshek Building and Dubuque Initiatives, Winter Market will
host approximately 25 regional vendors in their
new location. Farmers and vendors will offer seasonal produce, eggs, meats, cheeses, honey, maple
syrup, starter plants, baked goods, and more.
“We are honored that the Roshek Building was
chosen to host the Winter Farmers’ Market,” shares
the management of the Roshek Building. “The
Roshek Building is an absolutely gorgeous building with a huge history in downtown Dubuque that
many may not be aware of. We are excited to have
so many people visiting the building each week and
know they will be amazed at its beauty and awed by
the historical timelines and artifacts they will see.”
Every Saturday morning at the break of dawn, a dedicated band of volunteers meet to set up tables and prepare the space for the Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market
as vendors roll up and unload their wares. We sat down
with Terry Mozena, one of those volunteers who has been
dedicated to the program since its inception 10 years
ago, to talk about both the market and their big move.
“We were notified a couple of years ago by the city
that they would be expanding the Multicultural Family
Center into the former Colts building and that we’d have
to find a home. That project was put off for another year
which gave us another season and a half to remain in
that space, but on Feb. 2, the time will come and we’ll
be moving to the Roshek Building main floor lobby. I
think it’s a wonderful, attractive, and usable space that
already gets a good amount of traffic during the week,
and we’re hoping it helps us attract new people to the
Winter Farmers’ Market. It provides comfortable tables
and space for people to sit down and have coffee and
breakfast. We couldn’t ask for a nicer environment. We
originally started out in the unheated garage space
of a building across the street from the Colts Center
16
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that the Fisher Companies were gracious enough to
donate to the untested cause, and now we’ve worked
our way into this beautiful new space for the 10th year.”
There will be a hurdle to get over in 2019 when
the popular Roshek Holiday Celebration also fills the
lobby with Christmas decor and auction items, but
we think there could be a very mutually beneficial
cross-benefit of traffic that helps both groups, so
long as they can fit it all in there at the same time.
Founded by a group of dedicated volunteers in 2007,
Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market established Dubuque
as the first city in Iowa to provide the opportunity
to shop at farmers’ markets year-round. The group’s
mission is to provide access to regional foods and to
contribute to a more vibrant and sustainable community.
It’s a place where people come to meet their farmers,
but it’s also a place to meet your neighbors, make new
acquaintances, and reconnect with old friends. It’s filled
with healthy, locally-grown foods, fresh-baked goods,
and breakfast items. You’ll always find friendly farmers
and welcoming smiles. We couldn’t agree more. That’s
why the Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market was the winner of a 365 Impact Award for their efforts just last year.
Now, don’t go letting yourself think that with
the word “Winter” in the title makes means there
are sparse vegetable choices to be found.
“You will find a variety of root vegetables all season
including potatoes, onions, squash, carrots, etc. And
near the end of the season, the fruits of early greenhouse growing will see green leafy vegetables make an
early entrance into the market scene for the spring.”
Speaking of fruit, we were able to pick up fresh
organic oranges and other citrus last weekend at
the market. There are usually local apples for sale
each week, but the current vendor reports having just sold out for the year. They may be able
to find another local apple grower to step in.
While not everything available at Winter Farmers’
Market is organic, it is generally locally-grown or sourced.
And in the age of locally-sourced, which often times
means expensive, you will find that it’s not necessarily the
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case at the market. You will not find cheaper eggs than at
Winter Market. When you crack them open and see the
amazing deep, rich color of the yolk compared to the eggs
you get from mega-farms that supply grocery stores,
you’ll understand the difference and the value—even
though that value does not translate to higher prices.
Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market will have prepared
hot breakfast in the lobby space as well as incredible baked goods available each and every week. We
will just come out and say that one thing that gets
the 365ink crew to drag ourselves out of bed by the
crack of 11 a.m. is the amazing hand pies that Georgia Mihalakis serves up through the Millwork Bakery,
one of the many great vendors at the market.
While Mozena admits to having many of the same
baked goods weaknesses we have at the market,
he says he’s enjoyed discovering things he’s never
tried before from spiced jellies to Mexican chocolates with chili peppers in it. You’ll also find surprises
you might not expect like fresh sustainably-sourced
seafood from Alaska each and every weekend.
One of the market’s main organizers Paul Opperman is also one of its most sought after vendors, as
he sharpens cutlery on site. Depending on how much
you need sharpened, he may be able to do it while
you shop, or drop off a bunch and pick them up the
next week. A great resource for serious chefs.
“The Winter Market averages north of 400 customers each Saturday morning from 9 a.m. to noon.
We’re very proud that we’ve been able to offer such a
wide range of local foods to the citizens of Dubuque
and also provide a source of income for area farmers,
artisans, and other vendors through the cold winter
months. Many count on that to make ends meet.”
The market is also closer to some new residential areas with the move including the
resident of the Ecumenical Towers.
“We really wanted to focus on keeping the
market downtown,” Terry explains, “We think
it contributes to keeping Downtown a vibrant
place, which is part of our overall mission.”
DUBUQUE365.COM
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GEORGIA’S HAND PIES ARE GLORIOUS...

“We’re not sure how many people are
working in the Roshek Building on a Saturday morning, but we imagine there are
a few for sure. But we’ll also be able to
market to those who work in the building
during the week now as a reminder that
we’re now there on Saturdays, as well as
the hundreds of people who simply frequent the Roshek Building every week.”
Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market’s
opening day activities in the Roshek
Building will include a musical guest, a
free chance to enter a drawing for a giveaway, the Carnegie-Stout Bicycle Library,
and free admission to the Dubuque
Museum of Art for all market attendees.
“We know that the way for this to
be successful is for people to work
together. The partnership with the
Dubuque Museum of Art is a great
example. They are offering free admission to all of the patrons of the Winter
Farmers’ Market each Saturday morning. They’re opening up earlier across
the street to make that possible.”
The new venue also means access to
an ATM in the lobby for the first time.
You can also use your credit or debits
card to purchase market tokens if you
don’t have cash on you. And, finally,
users of the SNAP/EBT network in Iowa
can utilize that program while shopping at the market for fresh, affordable
local alternatives, which is new this
year thanks to the help of Dubuque
Main Street. Visit the Winter Market
Info Booth to purchase your tokens.
It’s important to remember,
in all of this activity that it’s all
completely volunteer-driven.
“Yeah, we’re all volunteers. It was a
weird coincidence in the beginning that
a few of us were all thinking the same
thing at the same time and that volunteer groups had continued to grow over
time, so we’re blessed by that. We’re
supported by the City of Dubuque’s
Sustainability Group this year in getting access to grant money. Long-time
DUBUQUE365.COM

supporters include Four Mounds and
Premier Bank and in past years, the
Colts Drum and Bugle Corps, of course,
allowing us to use their space rent free
as well as the city. Moving forward,
we will be supported by The Roshek
Building owned by Dubuque Initiatives.
If you like the mission and the vibe at
the Dubuque Winter Farmers’ Market,
you can become part of the energy,
and not just by shopping regularly.
“We always need more volunteers.
Each week we need people to assist
vendors in unloading, setup and tear
down of the room as needed, Mozena
said, “Or you can volunteer as a greeter
to help out at the Info Table and to greet
our valued customers as the come in.”
To volunteer, contact Paula Neuhaus at neuhaus.paula@gmail.com.
“We’re also always looking for fill-in
vendors at the market,” Mozena reminds
potential local sellers. “We’ve got a
couple folks who may have run out of
product for the season or can’t make it
to the market every weekend. We can
give their spaces to other vendors who
are still looking to participate. You can
contact market representatives through
their website for details. For more information on this and anything else market
related, visit WinterMarketDBQ.com.
In an effort to reduce, reuse, and
recycle, Winter Market organizers
encourage you to bring along your
own reusable shopping bags. They
also offer a recycling station during
market hours that will accept clean
egg cartons, glass canning/mason
jars (only), and plastic grocery bags.
Free parking is available in the US
Bank parking lot on Locust and 6th Sts.
Parking nearby includes metered street
parking as well as the Locust Street
Parking Ramp. The City of Dubuque Jule
Transit bus system also has stops on
their blue and orange routes that can get
Dubuquers within a block or two of the
Roshek Building for easy shopping. n
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TRI-STATE LIVE MUSIC
tHu 1/24

B&B On The Rocks
5:30 PM @ Filament, Diamond Jo

Tete de Morte
DMS Music Crawl
7:15 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

Thursday Acoustic Jam
6 PM @ The Food Store

Garrett Hillary
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub

Gary Allan
7:30 PM @ Five Flags Arena

Roy Schroedl
7:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

Medicinal Purposes
7:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

JJ Schmitz Duo
DMS Music Crawl
8 PM @ Skinny Maginny’s

Comedian Sam Tallent
9 PM @ The Lift
Sam Tallent
10 PM @ The Lift

Sushi Roll
8 PM @ Q Casino

FrI 1/25

Andy Wilberding
DMS Music Crawl
6 PM @ Dimensional Brewing
Milk Man’s Kids
6 PM @ Sundown Mountain
Ron Lubbers
6 PM @ Timmerman’s
Autumn Reverie & Elizabeth Mary
DMS Music Crawl
6:30 PM @ Southend Tap
Jordan Danielsen
7 PM @ Stone Cliff

Jabber Box
DMS Music Crawl
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

David Zollo
DMS Music Crawl
8 PM @ The Blu Room
Laura McDonald &
Jeff Weydert
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Charles Walker Band
DMS Music Crawl
8:30 PM @ Smokestack
DJ Jevity presents:
Hip-Hop Heroes & Open Mic
9 PM @ The Venue

Dickie
9 PM @ 7 Hills Brewing Co.

Banshee
8 PM @ Riggs’ Bar

Flash In A Pan
DMS Music Crawl
10 PM @ The Lift

Hoffman, Troy,
Marceau, & Flowers
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn

sat 1/26

Jam & Eggs Acoustic Open Mic
9 AM @ Convivium

Aaron Williams & The Hoodoo
Flatted Fifth Blues & BBQ
8 PM @ Potter’s Mill, Bellevue

Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station

Ryne Doughty
8 PM @ Galena Brewing Co.

Elizabeth Mary
2 PM @ Happy’s Place

The Dertones
8:30 PM @ Grape Escape

Massey Road
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain

Jake’O & Co.
9 PM @ 7 Hills Brewing Co.

Lenny Wayne
2 PM @ The Cornerstone

Tony Walker
9 PM @ Dog House Lounge

Jordan Danielsen
2 PM @ Grape Escape

OTIS
10 PM @ The Lift

Drew Hurn
7 PM @ Stone Cliff

The Family Business
10 PM @ Sandy Hook Tavern

Garrett Hillary
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub
Enemies of Confusion
7:30 PM @ The Cornerstone
Statue of Liberty
8 PM @ Riverboat Lounge
Drink 182
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar
Six String Crossing
8 PM @ Q Casino

sun 1/27

Open Mic w/ Scott Rische
Noon@ Grape Escape
Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station
Sunday Sing-along
Benefitting Dubuquefest
2 PM @ Jubeck Brewing
Tete de Morte
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain
Becky McMahon
3 PM @ Stone Cliff

Dave Pingel & Jimmy Berg
3 PM @ New Diggings
General Store
Open Mic w/ Ted & Robyn
3 PM @ The Cornerstone

MOn 1/28

Comedy Open Mic
8 PM @ Monk’s Kaffee Pub

tuE 1/29

Dinner & Music w/ Laurie Rische
6 PM @ The Cornerstone
Trivia Night
7 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

WED 1/30

Source, Leon
8 PM @ Smokestack
Aaron Kamm & The One Drops
10 PM @ The Lift

FrI 2/1

Urban Pioneers
6 PM @ The Lift
Adam Beck
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain
Jef Spradley
7 PM @ Stone Cliff
Hot Mess
7 PM @ Timber Lanes, Maquoketa

Salsa Dance Night
6 PM @ Smokestack

Meghan Davis
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub

Acoustic Jam w/ Danny Parker
6:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

Femmes of Rock w/ Caitlyn
Wolfe & Friends, 6 PM @
Cyber Café
7:30 PM @ UD Heritage Center

Gladdy’s Open Mic Experience
6:30 PM @ The Blu Room
Comedian Rocky LaPorte
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

tHu 1/31

Marcus DeJesus
8 PM @ Riverboat Lounge
Gallagher w/ Artie Fletcher
8 PM @ Five Flags Theater

JJ Schmitz Duo
5:30 PM @ Filament,
Diamond Jo

Kashmir: The Led Zeppelin Show
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Thursday Acoustic Jam
6 PM @ The Food Store

Hard Salami
8 PM @ Q Casino

Blu Flame
6 PM @ Stone Cliff

Sun Green
8 PM @ The Blu Room

Open Mic w/ Jeff & Jimmy
7:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

Bluegrass & Folk Jam
w/ The Alumatics
8 PM @ Smokestack
Rock Steady
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Elizabeth Mary & Bryce Michael
9 PM @ 1st & Main
4 On The Floor
10 PM @ The Lift

sat 2/2

Jam & Eggs Acoustic Open Mic
9 AM @ Convivium
Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station
Brown Bottle Bandits
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain
18
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DRAG IS NOT A DRAG!

Tony Walker
7 PM @ Stone Cliff

Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station

Meghan Davis
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub

Joie Wails Band
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain

Todd McDonough
8 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

Drew Hurn
3 PM @ Stone Cliff

Club 84 Reunion
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Open Mic
3 PM @ The Cornerstone

Electric Shock: The AC/DC Show
8 PM @ Q Casino

Big Game Party
4:30 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Boogie Monster
8 PM @ The Blu Room
DuRocks
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Hal Reed & Mississippi Journey
Flatted Fifth Blues & BBQ
8 PM @ Potter’s Mill, Bellevue
Doug Bundie
8 PM @ Galena Brewing Co.
Justin Morrisey
8:30 PM @ Grape Escape

The Defeated County &
Pearl Heim
8 PM @ The Blu Room

MOn 2/4

Comedy Open Mic
8 PM @ Monk’s Kaffee Pub

tuE 2/5

Trivia Night
7 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

WED 2/6

Acoustic Jam
6:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

Massey Road
9 PM @ Dog House Lounge

Gladdy’s Open Mic Experience
6:30 PM @ The Blu Room

Hot Mess
9 PM @ Dirty Ernies

Comedian Dr. Gonzo
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Black History Month Drag
Showcase
10 PM @ Smokestack
Ratchet Jaw
10 PM @ Sandy Hook Tavern

sun 2/3

Open Mic w/ Scott Rische
Noon@ Grape Escape

DUBUQUE365.COM

tHu 2/7

FrI 2/8

RatchetJaw
6 PM @ Sundown Mountain
A Pirate Over 50
7 PM @ Stone Cliff
Andreas Transo
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub
JJ Schmitz & Ben Dunegan
8 PM @ Riverboat Lounge
5th Gear
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar
Red Carpet Riot
8 PM @ Q Casino
Maureen Kilgore & Denny Garcia
8 PM @ The Blu Room
Brian Squires
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Corey Jenny
8:30 PM @ Grape Escape
Smokestack Comedy
Showcase
9 PM @ Smokestack

sat 2/9

Shindig: A Tribute to the ‘60s
7 PM @ Ohnward Center

Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station

Andreas Transo
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub

Jimmy Welty Band
2 PM @ Massey Fisherman’s Wharf

Andy Wilberding
8 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

Tete de Morte
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain

The LoveMonkeys
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Jordan Danielsen
3 PM @ Stone Cliff

Furious George
8 PM @ Q Casino

Massey Road
3 PM @ Northside Bar

Enemies of Confusion
8 PM @ The Blu Room
Massey Road
8 PM @ Spirits, Days Inn
Taste Like Chicken
8 PM @ Jumpers
Mixed Emotions
8 PM @ Weber’s, Epworth
Melanie Devaney
8 PM @ Two Gingers Tavern
Jason Ray Brown
8 PM @ Galena Brewing Co.

Jam & Eggs Acoustic Open Mic
9 AM @ Convivium

Dertones
8:30 PM @ Grape Escape

Acoustic Jam
1 PM @ Council Hill Station

EDM Warehouse Party w/
Champion Sound Tour, Hoax
9 PM @ Smokestack

Meghan Davis
5:30 PM @ Filament,
Diamond Jo

Elizabeth Mary
2 PM @ Happy’s Place

Thursday Acoustic Jam
6 PM @ The Food Store

Statue of Liberty
2 PM @ Sundown Mountain

Blu Flame
6 PM @ Stone Cliff

Theresa Rosetta
7 PM @ Stone Cliff

Grassfed
8 PM @ The Lift

Gladdy’s Open Mic Experience
6:30 PM @ The Blu Room
Comedian Hal Sparks
8 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

tHu 2/14

Marty Raymon
5:30 PM @ Filament, Diamond Jo

Corey Jenny
3 PM @ New Diggings
General Store

Thursday Acoustic Jam
6 PM @ The Food Store

Open Mic
3 PM @ The Cornerstone

Blu Flame
6 PM @ Stone Cliff

Ryan Garmoe Jazz
Flatted Fifth Blues & BBQ
5 PM @ Potter’s Mill, Bellevue
The Lonely Goats
5 PM @ Sandy Hook Tavern

MOn 2/11

Comedy Open Mic
8 PM @ Monk’s Kaffee Pub

tuE 2/12

WED 2/13

Acoustic Jam
6:30 PM @ The Cornerstone

Heartless Honky Tonk Party
w/The Smokestack All Stars
8 PM @ The Smokestack

FrI 2/15

Casey Klein
6 PM @ Sundown Mountain
Elizabeth Mary
7 PM @ Stone Cliff

Postmodern Jukebox:
7 PM @ Five Flags Theater

Dueling Pianos
7 PM @ Mississippi Moon Bar

Trivia Night
7 PM @ Riverboat Lounge

Hearthfire Duo
7:30 PM @ Frank O’Dowd’s Pub

People Brothers Band
10 PM @ The Lift

sun 2/10

Open Mic w/ Scott Rische
Noon@ Grape Escape
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LIVE MUSIC FEATURES
tHu 1/24

FrI 1/25

Sam Tallent

Dickie

9 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

9 PM @ 7 HILLS BREWING COMPANY

Known for whip-quick wit and rollicking improvisations, Sam Tallent is one of the sharpest,
most original rising talents in comedy today. He
has been called “the absurd voice of a surreal
generation” by the Denver Post, and, when not
maintaining a “Black Flag esque tour schedule”
(Savage Henry Magazine), Sam has worked
alongside many of the biggest names in comedy, including Louis CK, Dave Chappelle, Doug
Stanhope, Dana Carvey, Hannibal Buress and TJ
Miller. Sam regularly headlines his hometown
club, the legendary Denver Comedy Works. He
recently won his battle on Comedy Central’s
Roast Battle, and was seen on VICELAND’s
Flophouse as well as the Chris Gethard Show.
His writing has been published on vICE.com.
He lives in Las Vegas with his wife and his dog.

(1085 WASHINGTON ST)

Dickie is the collaboration of Midwest songwriter/guitarist Dick Prall, Amy Friedl Stoner on
keyboards and vocals, and Billy Barton on drums
and percussion. The result is a collection of dark,
gorgeous narratives. Their first album comes
in bellowing like a newborn but settles into a
pace of dynamic ebb and flow, ending with a
Roy Orbison-styled recount of hopeful love that
never bleeds into the saccharine. Dickie’s newest
release, Minus Thieves, is produced by Wilco’s Pat
Sansone and his studio partner Joshua Shapera
and is slated for release in the spring of 2019.

sat 1/26

Brothers, ZZ Top and Wet Willie. The band
embraces Southern rock’s hallowed past while
charting their own future. Their new album,
Eyes of the Sun, was produced by Grammywinning producer Paul Nelson, who earned his
stripes by playing and performing with Johnny
Winter and helping Johnny win a Grammy
for his highly-acclaimed album Step Back.

sun 1/27

Sunday Sing-Along for Dubuquefest
2 PM @ JUBECK NEW WORLD BREWING
(115 W 11TH ST)

The Jubeck Family Band will be playing folk
songs from the Rise Up Singing songbook and
YOU can provide your voices! This month’s
beneficiary is Dubuquefest Fine Arts Festival. $1
from every beer sold will go to the organization.

tHu 1/31

Aaron Williams & The Hoodoo
8 PM @ FLATTED FIFTH BLUES & BBQ
(300 POTTER DR, BELLEVUE, IA)

Formed as a trio in May of 2008, Aaron
Williams (vocals, guitar), Eric Shackelford
(drums, vocals) and Z (bass, vocals) have the
blues deeply rooted in the music they love to
play. They’ve fused blues, roots and rock music
into and original sound that their fan base is
recognizing and following. They were
nominated for two Grammys in 2011: Blues
Album of the Year and Best New Artist.

Source + Leon
8 PM @ SMOKESTACK (62 EAST 7TH ST)

Source is a progressive metal band from
Boulder, CO. Members Benjamin Gleason, Dan
Crisafulli ,and Justin Mirarck create consciousness-based music, an expression of the
sensations experienced on this planet, the
profoundness of the human experience and the
beauty of all that is. Their last show in Dubuque
was incredible, so make sure to catch this one!
Leon brings ambient electro and synth improv
originals to Smokestack.

OTIS
10 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

Kentucky born and bred, OTIS is a young, onthe-rise quartet who performs and plays their
exciting original music like they’ve been around
for 40 years. The band blends roots music,
blues, classic rock and, of course, Southern rock
and has created an original sound reminiscent
of some of the great classic rock/Southern rock
bands from back in the day, like the Allman
20
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Aaron Kamm and the One Drops
10 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

Hailing from St. Louis, MO, Aaron Kamm and
the One Drops merge flavors of Roots Reggae,
Mississippi River Blues, Improv-laced Jams, and
Soulful Vocals. With a High energy performance
and a unique sound this band is a must see.
DUBUQUE365.COM

MISSISSIPPI MOON BAR
ENTERTAINMENT
all shows at the Mississippi Moon bar are 21+ only and tickets
for all performances are available at the Diamond Club inside
the Diamond Jo Casino or online at MoonBarRocks.com.

DRINK 182

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26 @ 8 PM
Jake, Jeremiah, and Lance play all your favorite
hits from the ‘90s! no cover charge!

BIG GAME PARTY

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3 @ 4:30 PM
Kick off the game with a $7 buffet, and watch
all the action on the big screen!

GAELIC STORM

FRIDAY, MARCH 8 @ 8 PM
Combining traditional Celtic music with modern
rock, country and folk influences, Gaelic storm
is one of the most celebrated performance groups of Celtic music.

Jabber Box
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25 @ 7 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy:
Rocky LaPorte
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30 @ 8 PM

Kashmir:
The Led Zeppelin Show

CHRIS
KROEZE
THURSDAY, APRIL 25 @ 7 PM
runner up on season 15 of nbC’s The Voice, Chris Kroeze will
bring his strong vocals to Mississippi Moon bar.
Praised by The Voice team coach blake shelton as having an “electrifying” voice with the guitar pickin’ skills of ricky skaggs, Kroeze’s career has
taken him all over the world. along with headlining many of his shows, he
has also had the privilege of performing with music superstars like Montgomery Gentry, the Doobie brothers, travis tritt, blake shelton, Joe nichols, the Lost trailers, Chris Kagle, Josh thompson, and many others.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1 @ 8 PM

Club 84 Reunion
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2 @ 8 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy:
Dr. Gonzo
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6 @ 8 PM

5th Gear
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 @ 8 PM

The LoveMonkeys
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9 @ 8 PM

Chris connects with both the hearts and minds of audiences across various generations through his genuine country soul and his unique and
alluring vocal delivery as he performs more than 200 shows per year.
Kroeze performs across the u.s. and internationally, including multiple tours overseas each year in support of our u.s. armed Forces.
Kroeze is set to release his new album early 2019.

Laughing Moon Comedy:
Hal Sparks
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13 @ 8 PM

Dueling Pianos
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15 @ 7 PM

Michael Angelo Baito
w/ Menace
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16 @ 8 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy:
Mark Poolos
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 @ 8 PM

Fresh Fighters &
American Dookie
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22 @ 8 PM

Sha Na Na
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23 @ 4 & 8 PM

Laughing Moon Comedy:
Mr. Showtime David Scott
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 @ 8 PM

Reza: Edge of Illusion
SATURDAY, MARCH 9 @ 4 & 8 PM

Psychic Medium
Mindie Adamos
SUNDAY, MARCH 10 @ 3 PM

Rodney Atkins
FRIDAY, MARCH 15 @ 8 PM

niGHtliFE

CHECK OUT THAT AWESOME LINEUP FOR THE MUSIC CRAWL!

HATS OFF TO
LIVE MUSIC CRAWL
FRIDAY, JANUARY 25
5:30 PM @ VARIOUS DOWNTOWN DUBUQUE BARS
Dubuque Main street’s second annual
Hats Off to Live Music Crawl features
eight venues with live music on Friday, Jan. 25, thanks to presenting
sponsor Matthews Distributing. the
music crawl will start 5:30 p.m.
Exclusive access passes are $15 and
limited to the first 240 registrants. the
pass provides you with trolley transportation between venues, no cover
charges, hors d’oeuvres, beverage
samplings by Matthews Distributing, and
access to uber credits. Guests without
passes are able to enter the venues but
will have to pay for the cover charge.

to purchase your pass or for
more information, contact Dubuque
Main street at 563-588-4400 or
visit DowntownDubuque.org. n

The Blu Room

Riverboat Lounge

DAVID ZOLLO

TETE DE MORT

If you’re a follower of the Midwestern indie
music world (or of American roots music
generally) you might be forgiven for thinking
David Zollo has been around forever. Since
bursting on the scene as a baby-faced 21-yearold with Iowa City’s white-hot, road-chewing
pub-rockers High and Lonesome in 1992, Zollo
has done just about everything you can do in
the rock and roll business. You’ll get a chance
to experience the timeless power of a voice
that seems to have been with us forever.

Tete De Mort is an acoustic/electric hard-rock/
metal act out of Dubuque, playing hits from
the ‘90s and 2000s. This five-piece electric
band delivers heavy riffs and melodic vocals.

Mississippi Moon Bar

CHARLES WALKER BAND

Known for their high-energy performance,
Jabber Box won the Best Band award in
BestFest 2013. They play all your favorites
from Theory of a Deadman, Nickelback,
Buckcherry, Blink 182, and many more.

Dimensional Brewing Company

Skinny MaGinny’s
JJ SCHMITZ DUO

The self-proclaimed most adequate duo in the
Tri State area! If you like talent and fun, this
duo is it! Songs you love to dance to all night.

The Charles Walker Band’s core is a three
piece. Besides Charles and Porsche, Robert Gates nails down the drums. However,
their small size hasn’t stopped them from
opening for national acts including Earth
Wind & Fire, the Commodores, BB King,
Cameo, Aaron Neville, and Richard Marx.

The Southend Tap

Andy Wilberding has been playing the
guitar for 50 years and performing in the
area since 1969. He does classics by artists like James Taylor, Jim Croce, Simon &
Garfunkel, Gordon Lightfoot, The Rolling
Stones, The Eagles, and many others.

AUTUMN REVERIE & ELIZABETH MARY

Autumn Reverie is an explosive post grunge
band out of Madison, WI. They have seen success after their self-titled release including local
radio play and having the pleasure to share
the bill with international acts such as Bush,
Chevelle, Shinedown, Filter, and Art of Dying.

FLASH IN A PAN

Flash in a Pan brings a fun mix of folk music of
many shades. Noted for their shining harmonies,
provocative compositions, and heart-felt performances, Flash in a Pan dishes out a sound that
is all at once familiar and refreshingly different.
22
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Elizabeth Mary, local singer-songwriter, is
receiving radio play on local and regional radio
with her current single “Breathe in Girl.” Her
relatable lyrics and genuine personality will
leave you wanting more. Download Elizabeth
Mary’s music on all major music sites!
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sat 2/2

6 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

Hal Reed & Mississippi Journey

Mix one part Texas fiddle and one part
Tennessee banjo, add doghouse bass and a
splash of guitar and you have a delicious cocktail
for your ears known as the Urban Pioneers. This
string band hammers out a variety of original
songs that encompass old time hillbilly music,
western swing, rockabilly, and even a few gypsy
type songs for good measure. The band stays on
the road all over the world for over 250 days a
year playing anywhere from large festivals to
backyard parties to goat farms.

8 PM @ FLATTED FIFTH BLUES & BBQ

Bluegrass & Folk Jam
with The Alumatics
8 PM @ SMOKESTACK (62 EAST 7TH ST)

Bluegrass Alumatics take over Smokestack’s
stage, first Friday every month, featuring locals
Gladys Ressler, Scott Cornwell, Chuck Lewis,
and special guests. http://bit.ly/2FVaYAu

Smokestack

ANDY WILBERDING

The Lift

FrI 2/1

Urban Pioneers

PARTICIPATING VENUES

JABBER BOX

LIVE MUSIC FEATURES

(300 POTTER DR, BELLEVUE, IA)

Mississippi bluesman Hal Reed and Mississippi Journey deliver an entertaining show
based primarily on the influence of their Delta
blues and Chicago urban blues upbringing.
It’s a perfect partnership of band colleagues.
Though blues harpist, singer, and educator, Hal
Reed is currently living in Bettendorf, IA, he
was born just a few miles from the Mississippi
Delta and grew up surrounded by legends
of blues music. His playing brims with the
stamp of authenticity, having a triple-fisted
influence of Mississippi, Gospel and Chicago
style blues pumping through his heart.
Reed never compromises on his passion for
playing and has done so for over 40 years.

sat 2/9
Warehouse Party Champion Sound Tour EDM Light Experience
9 PM @ SMOKESTACK (62 EAST 7TH ST)

Warehouse party, blackout sound & light
experience featuring EDM from Champion
Sound Tour, Hoax, special guest DJs, and Iowa
City’s Blind Studios’ light show.

The 4ontheﬂoor
10 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

The 4onthefloor deliver stompin’ blues at an
alarming intensity. The 4onthefloor was born
in the bottom of a bourbon bottle with the idea
that it’s effing time to have some fun and make
amazing music as well. Audiences immediately
took to the infectious driving feel of not one,
but four bass drums pulsing to the beat of
the songs. The music is inspired by the gutsy
stomp of the Delta Blues and the hoe-downs
from America’s past and present. While The
4onthefloor prides themselves on their original
songs, they also love putting their signature
stomp on covers from the likes of Wilco to
Tom Jones. This makes The 4onthefloor one of
the most entertaining bands on the Midwest
music scene today, and the world tomorrow.

People Brothers Band
10 PM @ THE LIFT (180 MAIN ST)

Originally hailing out of Madison, WI, The
People Brothers Band (PBB) are a staple of
the Midwest’s vibrant music scene. Featuring some of the best vocalists and musicians
in the region, the PBB have blossomed into
a unique brand of rhythm and soul dedicated to uplifting the hearts and minds of its
friends and fans. The PBB’s core mission is
to bring people together by spreading love
through music. Coupled with their energetic
live shows and infectious stage presence,
they are guaranteed to bring the party.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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I’M FEELIN’ A WEE BIT IRISH!

UPCOMING
ENTERTAINMENT

SIX STRING CROSSING

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW

FREE SHOW

Six String Crossing is a high energy group based out of the
Midwest that performs today’s country hits, classic country
favorites and their very own original music.

HARD SALAMI

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW
Hard Salami performs a wide variety of music with a focus on
“Songs You Know & Love”.

FREE SHOW

ELECTRIC SHOCK

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW

FREE SHOW

Electric Shock - The AC/DC Show - hailing from the Quad Cities,
provides a high energy performance, faithfully replicating the
music of AC/DC!

RED CARPET RIOT

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW

FREE SHOW

Red Carpet Riot is a show stopping Dance/Rock/Pop cover
band from Chicago, performing all of your favorite hits from
Michael Jackson, Lady Gaga, Guns n’ Roses, and more!

FURIOUS GEORGE

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW
Playing hits from the 70’s through today, they’ll have you
dancing and singing all night long.

FREE SHOW

BLACK WATER GIN

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15 :: 8PM :: FREE SHOW

FREE SHOW

This band is Texas Rock with bite! The melding influences of
Cash, Merle, Hank Williams Jr., Eric Church, and many more add
to the excitement Black Water Gin brings to the stage, spanning
generations together as one.

PUDDLE OF MUDD

WITH SPECIAL GUEST MICK BLANKENSHIP

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16 :: 8PM :: TICKETS START AT $19
Puddle Of Mudd is an American post-grunge band from
Kansas City, Missouri. The band has sold over 7 million albums
and has a string of No.1 mainstream rock singles in the U.S.!

DYLAN SCOTT

WITH SPECIAL GUEST CASH CAMPBELL

SATURDAY, MARCH 9 :: 8PM :: TICKETS START AT $19
American country music singer and songwriter, Dylan Scott is an
old soul with a young spirit. He’ll be performing hits like
“My Girl”, “Hooked” and MORE!

3RD ANNUAL ST. PATRICK’S DAY PARTY

FIREHOUSE

WITH SPECIAL GUEST JOHNNY TRASH

SATURDAY, MARCH 16 :: 8PM :: TICKETS START AT $25
Top Hits: “Don’t Treat Me Bad” & “Love Of A Lifetime”
Wear St. Patrick’s Day green and your first drink in the show is free!

TICKETS AT QCASINOANDHOTEL.COM
DUBUQUE365.COM
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GINO’S EAST &
THE COMEDY
BAR COME TO
DUBUQUE
BY BRYCE PARKS
We normally would not jump the gun on a new restaurant coming to town, but since weather was not
nice to our dining review plans and because buzz
was simply so overwhelmingly good following the
announcement of this new joint, we figured, what
the heck. Let’s get you all excited and then wait for
it… but you only have to wait a couple of months.
The exciting new place we’re talking about is Gino’s
East, the legendary Chicago-based deep dish pizzeria and their entertainment partner, The Comedy
Bar, which will both be moving in simultaneously to
the Novelty Iron Works Building at 10th and Washington Sts. in Dubuque’s historic Millwork District.
They will take the place of the Foundry Restaurant
as well as expand into the lower level of the venerable structure. Note that holders of Millwork Marketplace gift cards can use them at the Novelty Mart, Iron
Bar and the new Gino’s East—Dubuque location.
As for the Foundry, with the rapid growth of Millwork Ballroom business and the expanded space
for events and meetings opening later this year, the
Foundry is expanding its kitchen facilities and will
focus on the event and catering business exclusively.
Along with Gino’s East comes their partner, The
Comedy Bar. The Comedy Bar started out as a show
in a downtown bar back in 2011. It quickly gained
popularity and began to expand its programming
schedule to meet the demand. In 2015, the club joined
forces with Gino’s East in River North. At the current
flagship, they offer seven days of stand up a week,
a full menu of authentic Chicago food, and in-house
brewed craft beer from Gino’s Brewing Company.
The showroom and bar are currently under construction with their box office and entrance adjacent to the
restaurant space. The operation leaders plan to bring
high-caliber talent and programming to their Dubuque
location leveraging their regional talent booking power.
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“We’re excited for
this announcement and
to bring Gino’s East and
The Comedy Bar to the
Millwork District,” stated
Kim McDermott, CEO of
Novelty Iron Works and
Millwork Marketplace.
“Guests will experience
not only the deep dish
Gino’s East is known for,
but if you’re familiar with
Gino’s East, you know
they’re world-famous for their tradition of letting all of
their customers leave their mark on the restaurant. This
will also be the case at our location. In conjunction with
Gino’s East, we’re also very excited about The Comedy
Bar, which will feature live stand-up comedy shows.
Gino’s East—Dubuque will be your one stop shop for the
ultimate Chicago experience outside of the Windy City.”
“As a company, we believe that sticking to the
basics and doing them really, really well is the best
path to success,” says Kyle Lane, owner of The Comedy
Bar. “It is exemplified in our name, our programming
and even the venue itself. We offer great comedy for
a decent price in a beautiful room that serves quality food and drinks with exceptional guest service.
People don’t visit our venue just for the comedians
on our stage—they come to us for an experience. The
Comedy Bar’s motto is ‘Comedy Done Differently,’
and we stick to this principle in everything we do.”
Gino’s East, operated by Bravo Restaurants, Inc.,
also has locations in Wisconsin, Texas, Georgia, Tennessee, Michigan and Mexico City in addition to Chicago.
Just before publishing this issue, on a snowy night in
downtown Dubuque, 365ink had a chance to sit down
with Kyle Lane and Sahar Chavoshi from The Comedy
Bar to get a few more cheesy details on
the both the pizza and that the laughs.
“I discovered Dubuque when visiting
for the Julien International Film Festival
last year and was shocked at how amazing this community was,” explained Lane.
“You guys have big city amenities in
a small city,” Chavoshi quickly added.
“We get a lot of asking, ‘Why Dubuque?’
But when we tell the story, they understand. I’m excited to expose our network
of comedy talent to this town. So much
awesome stuff is going on here.”
“Partnering with Gino’s East, we’re
serving deep dish pizza, beer and
comedy all in one ticket price,” says
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Lane. “For us, it’s all about the comedy experience,
and we’ve mastered it. We’re bringing in national
headliners from all across the United States. A lot of
them have comedy specials on TV or have just been
on late night shows. Those are the guys we’re booking here consistently weekend after weekend. You’re
close enough to a major comedy mecca like Chicago
that bleeding it over here is no problem at all.”
Gino’s East in Chicago in the flagship location for
The Comedy Bar, and they’re now expanding into
the Atlanta, Nashville and Mexico City markets along
with Gino’s East. Oh yeah, and Dubuque. Go figure.
“What Gino’s East and The Comedy Bar are doing is
rather new,” says Kyle. “We’ve been partnered in Chicago
for about four years. Everybody loves pizza and comedy.”
The Comedy Bar will be located in the lower level
of the Novelty Irons Works building, directly below
Gino’s East. You will be able to order pizza while
in The Comedy Bar and enjoy a fresh pie with your
comedy or enjoy dinner upstairs before or after the
show. We got a small tour of that space, currently
under construction. It will be a very intimate room,
seating about 100 people facing the stage. Just outside the performance space is a large bar and social
space at the base of the stairs from Gino’s East.
“Average ticket prices will be between $10 and
$20. Every comedian is hand picked by us. We don’t
outsource booking,” states Sahar Chavoshi, who is
responsible for much of the booking and routing
for the growing roster of locations they manage.
“We know each of these performers,” adds Kyle.
“As a stand up myself, these are people I know or
people referred by comedians I trust. This is our
network that we’ve cultivated over 15 years.”
They plan to start live comedy Thursday through
Saturday and would love to see a comedy brunch
develop on Sundays as well as a unique open mic.
“We’re know for cultivating our comedy community in Chicago and we think there is talent to
develop right here in Dubuque,” he added.
DUBUQUE365.COM
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I’M IN IT FOR THE CHEESE PULL!

GINO’S EAST GRAFFITI WALLS

Just because comedy is his specially, you can’t work hand-in-hand
with Gino’s East for four years and not
become something of a pizza expert
as well, so naturally we grilled them for
the lowdown on the food side too.
“All bias aside,” Kyle joked, “they
have the best crust. That cornmeal crust,
man. They’re the best deep dish pizza
in Chicago. It’s the crispy outer crust
and the soft dough on the inside.”
“It’s kind of like of like a biscuit,”
adds Sahar. “It flakes like a biscuit.
The thing about the Chicago competition is, they’re just not very deep.
Gino’s East truly is the deepest deep
dish there is. They’ve been around the
longest and it shows. Their sauce is
chunky and has more flavor. Everything
is made in house at the restaurant.”
“And they take their cheese very seriously,” Kyle assured us. “Cheese is gold
in the Gino’s East world. It’s an amazing
cheese product ,and there’s a lot of it.”
Gino’s East even has a new thin crust
recipe so you can come in at lunch
or late at night and get a slice (yes,
they will have pizza by the slice). It’s a
whole new grab-and-go model for the
storied local Chicago chain. You can
also get it par-baked, which means it’s
part baked, similar to take-and-bake
pizzas, and you can take it home and
put it in your oven at 400 degrees
for 20 minutes and have Gino’s East
at home. How dangerous is that?
“There’s a bunch a new things that
we’re putting out at Gino’s East and The
Comedy Bar that Dubuque is going to
get to take advantage of,” Lane says
excitedly. “Gino’s East is really expanding their brand, too. They’ve figured out
how to cook deep dish quicker. They
know people don’t like the long deep
dish wait, up to an hour. Well, they’ve
got that down to about half of that time.
They’ve got 20 locations across the
world now. We’re really interested to see
how Gino’s East and The Comedy Bar
DUBUQUE365.COM

does in a smaller market like Dubuque,
and we know if the community supports
us here, we know we can do this again
elsewhere, not just in major markets.”
“With the amazing catering and
events they already do here at this
beautiful Novelty Iron Works venue, we
are excited about combining into one
experience,” Kyle said. “Gino’s East will
become part of that catering option for
your events in addition to the Foundry
catering company that still exists for
all on-site events, and we can also
provide entertainment for your parties
and special events, which are already
booking into 2021 in this venue.”
Their product is a step above. We
talked about an elevated experience
at The Comedy Bar. That’s why Gino’s
East is the perfect partner because
they have the same philosophy. We
hope as much as Gino’s East has trusted
The Comedy Bar to provide entertainment with their brand that Dubuque
trusts both of them to bring that next
level experience to our community.
The venues will open together, tentatively eying an April launch date. So this
is not an eventual thing. It’s just a couple
of months away. If we can just survive
another winter, we’ve got a heck of a treat
awaiting us at the end of the freeze. n

GINO’S EAST &
THE COMEDY BAR

333 E 10TH ST, DUBUQUE, IA
GINOSEAST.COM
COMEDYBAR.COM
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THAT ADVENTURE PASS ROCKS!

IS DON QUIXOTE A
COMEDIAN?
BY BOB GELMS
I am conflicted. I have been for about a week
now and I don’t like it because it seems so
trivial. I can’t shake it. Oscar Wilde once said
that “the only thing I can’t resist is temptation.”
As an aside, I once said, “the only conflict I
can’t solve is the one right in front of me.”
I have wanted to write about one of the
greatest writers of the 20th century, Graham Greene, for a long time. A prodigiously
talented novelist, he has been short listed for
the Nobel Prize not once, but twice. Seriously
minded literary people, critics, fans, and I
have all considered that Mr. Greene has written multiple masterworks when just “normal”
writers might scratch out one if they are lucky.
Herewith is my list of masterworks by
Mr. Graham Greene: The Power and the
Glory, The Heart of the Matter, The Comedians, Dr. Fischer of Geneva or The Bomb
Party, and the ultimate Graham Greene
novel in my view, Monsignor Quixote.
I was conflicted because I wanted to
write about both Monsignor Quixote and The
Comedians. I was leaning toward Quixote.
But, I solved my problem by resolving to write
about both of them....in the same review.
There, I feel so much better now. Let us begin.
A bishop from Rome was driving through
Padre Quixote’s village, El Toboso, when his
Mercedes breaks down. The good Padre Quixote
extends a helping hand. He offers the bishop a
room to spend the night in his rectory, a home
cooked meal of the finest steak Bishop would
ever taste (actually spiced up horse meat), and
the most exceptional wine the region had to
offer. Quixote also fixed the car. It was out of
gas, but he didn’t tell the bishop. The bishop
returned to Rome and through a clerical error
Father Quixote was promoted to Monsignor.
The Padre grabbed his best friend whose
name was, honest to God, Sancho, and they
start out on a trip to Madrid so the new monsignor could buy a pair of red socks appropriate
to his new station in life. They drove Quixote’s
old Fiat which he named Rocinante. (You’ll
remember in Cervantes’ novel that Rocinante is the name of Don Quixote’s horse.)
Quixote and Sancho have all kinds of
adventures. The best one was when Monsignor
went to a movie but failed to notice he was
walking into a XXX theatre. He was attracted
by the title of the film, The Virgin’s Prayer. He
thought it was about the Virgin Mary. Surprise!
Sancho, a communist, and Quixote have
many discussions on their way to Madrid
about the theology and philosophy of faith
versus belief. These conversations were
unusually cogent. They led to speculation
on the place religion holds in society.
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Monsignor Quixote claims he is related to
Don Quixote. Many people point out that Don
Quixote was a fictional character. The kind,
loving, saintly Monsignor has no idea what they
are talking about. Monsignor Quixote wraps up
everything Graham Greene had written about
in his whole publishing life. He fits it into an
homage to the great Miguel de Cervantes.
This is one of the best novels of the 20th
century that hardly anyone knows. It is
without a doubt worth your time to read
it. The ending nearly had me in tears.
The Comedians is funny in a conventional
sense, ludicrous in a black humor sense,
hilarious in a sneaky satirical sense, and
ridiculous in an odd/strange/weird sense.
The comedians of the title are Mr. Brown, who
owns a hotel in Port au Prince, Haiti; Mr. Smith, a
presidential candidate running on the Vegetarian ticket; and Mr. Jones, a con man with a plan
to rip off the dictator of Haiti at the time, Papa
Doc Duvalier. Brown, Smith and Jones...sounds
like a most boring law firm or an alternate
character list for Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs.
Mr. Brown has been trying to sell his hotel
because all the tourists have disappeared.
Papa Doc has driven them away with his fierce
policies and the blood-letting of his private
army and death squad, the Tontons Macoute.
Haiti has become a treacherous place. Just
Brown’s luck, when he got back to his empty
hotel, he found the Minister of Finance dead
in the empty hotel pool. Oh yeah, Brown
was carrying on a torrid affair with the
wife of the Ecuadorian Ambassador, too!
Mr. Smith and his wife had traveled
to Haiti to set up an island-wide effort
to convert the population to vegetarianism. Unfortunately, they didn’t account for
the fact that the population was starving
because there was no food in the country.
Then we come to Mr. Jones, the dumbest man
on the face of the Earth, maybe even the solar
system. He was a con-man who had concocted
a plan to defraud the bloody, corrupt dictator,
Papa Doc Duvalier, in a land development deal.
Mr. Jones and Mr. Brown also had something
that would get them killed if it was made public.
Quite a succulent bouillabaisse. There are
spices that could burn your tongue or put a
smile on your face. Everyone has something to
hide and all were afraid of the Tontons Macoute.
You will be surprised at how it all turns
out and what these characters are doing now,
especially Mr. Brown. The Comedians is a multilayered tour de force but even if you only skim
the surface, it is a fine story with interesting
characters. As Graham Greene would say, “It
is an ‘entertainment.’” So it is, big time. n
DUBUQUE365.COM
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NEARLY 1 IN 4 PEOPLE WILL READ THIS MESSAGE

START YOUR DAY WITH OATMEAL
BY HY-VEE NUTRITIONISTS MEGAN HORSTMAN (ASBURY) AND AMY CORDINGLEY (LOCUST)
From the steel-cut oats craze to the overnight oats trend, oatmeal continues to find a way to our breakfast tables. And it’s a
good thing, too. Dietitians and other health experts hold a special
place in their hearts for oatmeal. Here are just a few reasons why.

LOWERS CHOLESTEROL
One bowl of old-fashioned oats provides 2 grams of soluble
fiber. This type of fiber can help lower low-density lipoprotein (bad) cholesterol by binding to cholesterol and
transporting it out of the body before it’s absorbed.

GOOD FOR THE GUT
In addition to soluble fiber, oatmeal also contains another
type of fiber called insoluble fiber—the kind that helps keep
things moving through the digestive tract. This is also the kind
of fiber that can help you feel full. Experts recommend eating
at least 25 to 30 grams of fiber a day, so the 4 grams you get
from a serving of oats helps put a dent in your daily intake.
Tip: Add ½ cup of raspberries for an extra 4 grams of fiber.

SUSTAINED ENERGY
In addition to the insoluble fiber keeping you full, oats
contain complex carbohydrates that absorb more slowly
than refined carbohydrates. This not only prevents a spike in

blood sugar, it also provides a sustained release of energy.
In other words, one serving of oatmeal will go a long way
in getting you through the morning without hunger pains.

THERE’S PROTEIN, TOO
Whole grains are more than just fiber and complex carbohydrates—they contain protein, too. For example, one
serving of Old Fashioned Quaker Oats provides 5 grams of
protein to start your day. Replacing high-fat proteins with
lean or plant-based proteins, such as those found in whole
grains, may help reduce your risk for cardiovascular disease.

SO. MANY. POSSIBILITIES.
It’s true that oats are great for baking and adding a nutty,
lightly toasted, somewhat malty flavor to breads, cookies
and bars. But when it comes to a warm bowl of oatmeal
in the morning, the mix-ins and flavor combos are endless—making it easy to eat regularly without getting bored.
If you like your oatmeal a little on the sweet side but want
to cut down on added sugar, replace some of the sugar,
honey or other sweetener with ripe bananas. Try our recipe
for Banana Bread Oatmeal, available on Hy-Vee.com, and
remember to sign up for a free dietitian-led store tour at your
local Hy-Vee to learn more about heart-healthy foods. n

NEARLY 1 IN 4…

CYA—CHECK YOUR ATTITUDE

BY MATT BOOTH
A guy told me a couple of weeks ago after my keynote
speech that Nearly 1 in 4 Americans are going through a serious problem right now. A problem financially, mentally, health
or relationship wise. This statement has been sticking in my
head. I’ve heard a lot of statistics the last two weeks that
start with “Nearly 1 in 4.” Nearly 1 in 4, isn’t that 25 percent?
Did you know that 47 percent of all statistics are made up
on the spot? Mark Twain once said, “Most people use statistics like a drunk man uses a lamppost; more for support than
illumination.” We also know that statistics are like a bikini.
What they reveal is suggestive, but what they conceal is vital.
When you think about something, you start noticing it everywhere. When you buy a red sports car, as
soon as you leave the lot, everyone has a red sports car.
So, I did what any other normal person would do when
you want to seriously research something. I Googled it!
If it is on the internet, it must be true. Go ahead and try
it yourself and see if you find any results like these.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans have experienced cybercrime.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans know someone addicted to opioids.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans are drinking water
from untested or contaminated sources.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans didn’t read a book last year.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans will die of cancer.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans have no emergency savings.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans under the
age of 30 is an alcoholic.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans experienced mental illness last year.
DUBUQUE365.COM

The information is not intended as medical advice. Please
consult a medical professional for individual advice.

Nearly 1 in 4 American children live in poverty.
Nearly 1 in 4 American adults has a disability.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans has a mental disorder.
Nearly 1 in 4 American girls will be sexually abused before they turn 18 years old.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans do not believe in God.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans binge drink.
Nearly 1 in 4 people performing poorly
at work due to money worries.
Nearly 1 in 4 people knew someone who has committed suicide.
Nearly 1 in 4 people reading this
think these stats are crap!
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans think Trump
made these statistics up.
Nearly 1 in 4 Americans think I should
have done some fact checking.
I’m not interested in fact checking. I found them on
Google and I’m not claiming they are 100 percent accurate. If these stats are even close to being correct, isn’t
that messed up? This info makes me believe what the guy
told me a couple of weeks ago. Nearly 1 in 4 Americans are
going through a serious problem right now. Look around.
Ask around. Talk to people around you. I’m starting to
believe that 25 percent of the people around me are going
through a serious problem right now and they are doing
their best to heal from problems they don’t discuss and
don’t want people to know. Do you know that Nearly 1 in 4
Americans care enough about others to do something? n
Issue #335

An excellent way to Check Your Attitude is to limit your multitasking. The real risk of multitasking is that, done often enough,
you never offer your best concentration on one task and never do
your best work. The more important the task, the more vital it is
for you to focus intently. Try to practice the art of doing one thing
at a time. When you’ve finished, then, turn to the next task facing
you. Nobody can be positive 100% of the time and if you Check Your
Attitude enough, you won’t have to worry about the other CYA!

MATT BOOTH
MATT BOOTH IS A CSP (CERTIFIED SPEAKING
PROFESSIONAL). THE CSP DESIGNATION IS
THE SPEAKING INDUSTRY’S INTERNATIONAL
MEASURE OF PROFESSIONALISM. THERE ARE
LESS THAN 800 CSPS IN THE WORLD. CONNECT
WITH MATT TODAY AND FIND OUT HOW HIS UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE
AND BUSINESS EXPERIENCE CAN HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR
ATTITUDE. 563-590-9693 OR EMAIL MATT@MATTBOOTH.COM.
“MATT TRADED IN HIS PACIFIER FOR A
MICROPHONE!” —KEN BOOTH (MATT’S DAD)
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WHERE’S GENERAL BOB?

General Bob is out and about. Do you know where he’s at?
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IS THAT THE BORK VOICE?

w Gwen Werner’s w
Good Advice
DEAR GWEN,
I’m getting harassed on my walk to school. There is a
group of boys who hang around on a retaining wall a
little ways from the building, and on a good day they
say something snarky while I walk by, but on a bad day
they’re yelling at me or trying to knock my backpack
off or throwing things at me. There’s not really another
route I can take to avoid them. I haven’t been able to
figure out if they’re only targeting me or if they’re after
anybody who walks by, but I can’t stand it anymore.
Do I confront them? Do I tell an adult and deal with the
consequences of being labeled a narc? Or do I continue
my current plan of attack, which is not an attack at all?
—Truly, Teenaged Target

DEAR TEENAGED TARGET,
Alright, an adult will probably say something
like, “Boys do that when they like you!” because
for some reason we don’t hold little boys to
any sort of reasonable standards about how
to treat other people. Which is why there are
grown boys who wear boat shoes and stand
too close behind you at the gas station and do
things like buy $250k tickets to Fyre Festival.
But I am not a regular adult, I am a cool adult.
In fact, I’m about to turn 27, which means I’m
officially in my late 20s, and I will accept gifts in
the form of cash or letters wherein you profess
your undying love and/or devotion. See email in
my bio. I am a public servant, giving you the advice
you need (for money), so love me accordingly.
Here is what you do, my dear friend: Have you
ever seen the video where Björk gets off the
plane in Bangkok and a reporter lady says,
“Hi, Björk, welcome to Bangkok!” and Björk
cracks and throws her little icelandic fists of
fury at this woman? Be Björk in Bangkok.
Need more fuel for the fire inside of you? There’s
a great video of Cher getting off her motorcycle

to yell at a paparazzo and she says, “You’re not
a man!” Listen to Cher! They’re not men!
Am I telling you to get in a fight? Yes. Am I telling
you no other adult in your life would suggest
you do what I am telling you to do? Also, yes.
Heck it, dawg, life’s a risk.
“Hi, Björk, welcome to Bangkok!”
—xoxo Gwen

DEAR GWEN,
I always forget to put a dryer sheet with my laundry
in the dryer. Knowing this, I keep the dryer sheets on
top of the dryer, but I never notice them. It’s winter
and I’m static-y and I am tired of shocking myself
on everything. I’m tired of my hair looking like how
it looks when you touch that big silver ball at a
museum. How can I remember to use a dryer sheet?
—Sincerely, Eager to Shed the Electricity

DEAR EAGER TO SHED
THE ELECTRICITY,

I’d answer your question, but I’m too annoyed
you somehow managed to get “What It’s Like” by
Everlast stuck in my head. Don’t you know I hate
Everlast? “And then she heads for the clinic and
she gets some static walking through the door /
They call her a killer, and they call her a sinner and
they call her a [word that rhymes with ‘door’].”
Thanks a lot.
—xoxo Gwen

GWEN WERNER
GWEn WErnEr Is a sOrOrIty DrOPOut anD
Crybaby, rEaDy anD WILLInG tO bOss yOu
arOunD. IF yOu Want tO tELL HEr sHE’s
PrEtty, EMaIL GWEN.S.WERNER@GMAIL.COM.
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I FOLLOWED KONDO’S RULES AND ALL I HAVE LEFT IS A MATTRESS AND STAMPS

ARIES

LIBRA

(MAR 21–APR 19)

(SEP 23–OCT 22)

Some problems with the structure
of your rib cage, skull, vertebrae, and pelvis
might need some attention if you continue to
be folded up against your will and shoved into
cases normally reserved for saxophones or
video cameras. It probably isn’t a good idea
to try to fix this yourself, but also, YouTube.

TAURUS
(APR 20–MAY 20)

A co-worker could call you soon, so
make sure you disconnect your phone number
and run off into the wilderness. Be patient as
you adjust to your new life of not having to field
anecdotes or questions from colleagues but also
must now live in whatever nature has to offer you.

GEMINI
(MAY 21–JUNE 20)

Money matters may need your
attention, such as the thousands of dollars
you were unaware that you owed to the mob
for letting you live to this point in your life.
Give it your best and, if all else fails, fake your
death and move to one of the Dakotas.

CANCER
(JUNE 21–JULY 22)

Try not to get eaten by bears.

A friend may seem depressed and
worried, so use your best qualities to make them feel
better: hollow out the skull of one of their enemies
and fill it with your friend’s favorite mixture of gummy
bears, homemade tequila, and kale stems. Don’t
be afraid to make the world the sort of place you’d
want to light fireworks off in the middle of a ShopKo
to create a diversion and avoid getting arrested.

SCORPIO
(OCT 23–NOV 21)

Your lucky number is 38.

SAGITTARIUS
(NOV 22–DEC 21)

Spiritual or metaphysical concepts
you hear about today may seem confusing and
bothersome, so just chug a bunch of NyQuil and
pass out in a kiddie pool in your basement.

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22–JAN 19)

There’s been a lot of confusion as to
what exactly the Federation of Vaporous Government
Entities meant by “Capricorns will be subject to
a random screening involving the depletion and
refueling of their blood system, unbeknownst to
them as they slumber in what they assume is peace.”
So be on the lookout for more details as they arise.

LEO

AQUARIUS

(JULY 23–AUG 22)

(JAN 20–FEB 18)

You might be constantly engaged
in deep, intense thought or you might just
zone out listening to Symphony #1 For Dot
Matrix Printers while trying to talk down the
price on a canister of slightly used Cheeto
dust that someone is selling on eBay.

I hope you have a good support
system in place for the day when you finally
watch that Marie Kondo show on Netflix.

VIRGO
(AUG 23–SEP 22)

You usually tend to be outgoing but
are being subdued a bit by the ever-pressing
realization that the country is run by a guy who
probably demanded that he be the banker when
he played Monopoly so he could sneak hundreds
when nobody was looking and still ended up
throwing the board against the wall in a rage
while proclaiming that he was ahead when it
happened so he wins. Don’t let him tear you down.
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PISCES
(FEB 19–MAR 20)

The missing element in an
acquaintance’s happiness is you, and as soon as
you can figure out how to overcome the miasma of
financial and spiritual debt that you’ll never be able
to repay to a world that exists circularly as a means
to further its own existence, you can maybe meet
up for coffee with that acquaintance sometime.

RYAN WERNER
RYAN WERNER IS A PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER,
ATTITUDE EXPERT AND PROBLEM SOLVER.
HE ENGAGES, ENTERTAINS AND EDUCATES
AUDIENCES AROUND THE WORLD.
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